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AL11UQUEHQUE,

VOLUME 20
STATEHOOD IS

NEW MEXICO, TIIUHSDAY

EVENING. MAKuII

TIIK FIRST DAY OF MARCH

THE CREDITORS

Hearst Petitions That

Household Goods for
Boni's Debts.

Morning Business.
OOLLIVtR

ON

KATE

BILL FAMINE

IN JAPAN

BAD

IS

BIG

INCREASE

PAY THIS

IN THEIR

Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington.
1. Senator
March
: lxng today gave way to Senator Dolll
.
var, that the latter might make the
; first speech in favor of the Dolliver- , Hepburn rate bill. Senator Nelson
' then moved that the statehood bill
'"j be temjiorarily laid aside as morning
business.
Delegate Andrews presented In the
house petitions from several towns of
New Mexico! asking that the gamDling bill do not take effect till next
January; and also petitions from
number of churches asking for the
preservation
of the Pajarlto cliff
j liwelllngs.

A

ONLY TWO

GET8 MATERIALLY
WORSE IN NORTH JAPAN
Seattle, March 1. The steamship
Dakota brings advice fram Nagasaki
that the famine situation In northern
Japan is steadily growing graver. In
December It Is estimated that 680,000
persons out of a population of 2,821,
000 were on the verge of starvation.
Since, then the situation has been
getting even more serious.

1.--

Mil.

ENGLAND

Senator Dolliver began his speech at
immediately after the routine
business had been completed. The
senator outlined the bill, pointing out
wherein It amends the existing interstate commerce law, saying that after
all the changes are comparatively few.
" Instead of undermining the law, the
bill fortifies it," he said, and he declared that If the present law had
been treated with the reverence and
sanctity which It deserves, the American people would have approached the
subject in a frame of mind very different from that which now prevails.
He said that the railroads are unable to protect themselves . against
the flagrant abuses of the private car
companies uader Section 1 of the
present law. He has not favored the
abolition of these cars, but he did
not believe that these car companies
could be regulated by holding responsible the railroad companius using
them. Dolliver declared he did not
expect a protracted vendetta between
the railroads and the business community, believing that when the law
shall be enacted It will be observed
by carrier end shipper alike. Referring to the rebate question, he said
that he did not agree with either For-akor Bacon that such secret practices have been nbandoned. He did
not believe the Elkins bill adequate
for protection against these practices.
"The difficulty about rebates is not
in punishing violations," he said, "but
in discovering them, and we have undertaken to amend the law so as to
cover that defect."

OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED
MARGARET WON'T COME
New York, March 1. A dispatch
from Rome to the Herald says that it
U officially announced that Dawager
Queen Margherlta of Italy has abandoned her projected trip to the United States.
AMERICAN

MISSIONS

Washington,
Rogers, the
Shanghai, In
Department,

D.

It came

in like a roaring lion, both as to

weather condition and national complication.

LARGE ORDER FOR

PUGILISM CLAIMS

New York, March 1.

OF WAGES ALL AROUND

TRIBAL GOVERNMENT IS
CONTINUED FOR INDIANS
Washington, March 1. The house
today agreed to the senate joint resolution which continues the tribal government of the five civilized tribes in
Indian Territory until the tribal property and land is disposed of.

GROW INEVITABLE

Henry Tenny Knocked Out Brazil Constructing Immense Reported in Washington That
Hydro-Electri- c
the President Has
Last Night Died This
Plant For
Not Invited
Her Capital.
Morning.

DR. THOMAS MADE TRIAL

r
Washington, March 1. Senator
lias introduced a bill to readjust ihe salaries of the general officers
of the government to take effect
March 4, 1909. The bill promises the
following salaries: President, $75,000;
vice president, $15,000; speaker of the
house, $12,000; members of the cabi
net, $15,000; senators and representa
fives, $7,500.

IMPORTANT

MITCHELL AND ROBBINS TO

Inspectors

Discuss Matter. With Kim

Be-

ACROSS
THE WATER FOR CANADA.
Winnipeg, Man., March 1. The lo-

cal officers of the Salvation Array are
for the
busy making preparations
large body of immigrants who will arrive here from England during the
coming summer. About 3.500 liritish
people will be brought west directly
under the care of the army, and Ce
first steamer, with part of thce Immigrants, started from England today.
Salva- This Is an undertaking
of the
. ..
(
1. . .
I Uinn Aiiujr, pruiuiueu
uy .inr;
uuumtintention of relieving the situation in
Great UrltaTu, caused by the existence
of a large number of unemployed In
fl.e large cities of Great Britain, and
to supply much needed help to the
farmers and businessmen
in the
west of Canada. Of the 3,5iO to come
Winnipeg,
it is expected that about
to
1.500 will bo located
in Manitoba,
while the rest will go to Saskatchewan. The Salvation Army does not
intend to bring the paupers and the
scum of the IirRish population to this
country, and deals only wih hard
working and willing people, who may
temporarily out of employment or
wish to better their condition.
.

Denver, is III in San

cause the Funds Were

Diego.

Embezzled.

Heard From.

New York. March 1. The Rio Ja
nelro TramwHy, Light and Power company, in which New Yorkers are considerably interested, has placed contracts here for the initial equipment
of a loo.ouo horse-iowe- r
plant to be built about 85 miles from
Rio Janeiro for generating electric
energy to be transmitted to the Brazilian capital. The. plant is to be equipped with machinery capable tof devel

Washington. 1). C, March J. It
stated at tie White House, to
day, that the president had not ex
tended an Invitation to John Mitchell
and Frances 'I Bobbins to come to
Washington and confer with him
concerning tho coal situation.

San Francisco, Cal., March
Henry Tenney, who was knocked out
last night by Frankie Nell, bantam
champion pugilist, died at 8 o'clock
this morning. Death was undoubtedly
the result of the beating he received
In the ring.
From the time he was
carried to his corner, last night.
Tenney sank rapidly. News of his
death spread quickly over the city.
Orders were at once given at police
headquarters to take all concerned
Into custody. Nell soon surrendered,
as also did James Coffroth, Eddie
Graney, Willis Britt, Morris Levy and
Shaughnessey.
were
All
Mark
charged with manslaughter.
It is
said that two days ago Tenney had
an epileptic fit. An autopsy will lie
held.
.

hydro-electri-

.

Demands Have Not Been

HOCH'S BODY HAS BEEN
MOVED TO ANOTHER PLACE
Chicago, March 1. The Ij.dy of
.lohiinn Hnch, who was hanged last
Friday and who was buried In the
J'otcr's field, was today disinterred
an I relinked ti Elm wood cemetery.
St. Louis
teady; unc

Wool Market.
Wool market,
March 1
huhc J.

Chicago Cattle Marke .
Cattle receipts.
Chicago. March
7.5UH; market strong; beeves $3.9oif;
$f..4i; cow and heiters, $1.75',"; J.'i.on;
$5.U'i ;
sfockers ar.'l feeders, $
"
TexaiiH.
7.7""; market st ady
Sheep n i

i!.

lower;

i

lambs,

Jti

'"

sheep, $3.75l

?T."0.

$t!.i"i

;

LOST

OFF NORWAY

TEXAS

BAiK

CLOSES

DOORS WRECK ON MASSACHUSETTS

COAST

Albany, March L Attorney General
Mlddleton. Conn., March 1. North
Mayer announced tcday that he had College, the oldest dormitory of the
denied the application
of Wm. R. j Wesleyan University, containing 150
Hearst, demanding that the attorney rooms, was destroyed by fire, today.
begin proceedings to annul the cnarter The students made their escape safeof the
Metropolitan ly but almost all their effects were
Holding company, under which merg lost. The fire started in tho attic
er the New York: Traction company is The loss, $80,000, was covered by Inintended to be affected. The attorney surance. The burned building, which,
general holds that the proposed merg was erected in 1827, formed the nue-cle- us
of the present college group,
er will constitute a monopoly of the
present elevated, surface and subway and was of great historic Interest.
systems in Manhattan and Bronz, but
MEON LOSE LIFE
that such a monopoly In street transit THIRTY OFF
NORWEGIAN COAST.
Is permissible under the state laws.
Haguesund, Norway, March 1.
Thirty men were drowned last night
McCURDY AND PARTY
by a wreck off the Norwegian coast
LEAVE FOR FRANCE in the steamer Thor. The vessel's
New Y'ork, March 1. Richard ,A. cable broke during the huuricane and!
McCurdy,
of the Mutual she was blown aBhore, where she
Life, Mrs. McCurdy, Louis G. 'Ihebaud sank. Only TTTree of the crew were
and Mrs. Thebaud, McCurdy'a daugh saved.
ter, boarded the Hamburg-Americasteamship Amerika. Several servants ARMOUR PLANT 8USTAINS
HEAVY LOSS BY FIRE.
accompanied the party on the Amerika
Philadelphia, Pa., March 1. A fire
which sailed today. When the carriage
containing the party arrived at the today destroyed the storage and dispier a reporter tried to obtain an inter- tributing plant of Armour & Co. Tha
view with McCurdy. Thebaud's coac'h-ma- loss is estimated at $150,000.
Thomas Beddow, hit the reporter
MASSACHUSETTS COST
'
and was arrested.
GRAVE OF THREE MEN.
Gloucester, Mass., March 1. The
TEXAS BANK HAS
CLOSED ITS DOORS tug, Daniel Webster, struck a rock
Fort Smith, March 1. The Southern off Rock port breakwater, today, and
Bank & Trust company, a recently sank.' Three of the five men wh
formed corporation, with an authorized were aboard, are believed to be
rnnltal nf tfillf) flfio fuller! in nnen Its drowned. Two were rescued by the
dejers this morning.
A notice wa,life saving crew from Pigeon Cove.
posted to the effect that the bank's
Interests had been sold to Tom Nealy, NAVY DEPARTMENT WELL
8ATISFIED WITH DRY DOCK.
an attorney of Fort Smith, who It was
Washington, D. C, March 1. There
stated would pay the depositors In full.
The deposits amount to $80,000. The Is considerable satisfaction among the
bank was a branch of the Southern officials of the Navy Department over
reports of the safe arrival of the
Rank & Trust company - of . Dallas, the
Dowey dry dock off the Canary
Texas. ' v i. ,
Islands.
It .. was not expected that
there would hft any difficulty, enPLANS A HCMF FOR
countered by the expedition, for it
DESTITUTE INVENTORS. was
that the weather condiNew
York, March 1. Believing tions known
were reasonably! good,
trip
that there Is need of a homo for des- of the dock having been timedtheby the
titute Inventors, J. W. Bunker, him- hydrographers, so as to take advantself an Inventor, says he will build age of the fair winds across the Atsuch a home near New York City. lantic. It Is now realized, however,
Mr. Bunker asserts that he has al that those who estimated the
time
ready In hand sufficient capital to to be made by the expedition gave
erect the building and equip It with the dock too much credit for speed.
faclltles to enable indigent Inventors iThn .ii,tnr r.t th Rtmntnr h.l in
to prosecute their labors. He says' gsted that unUer th(J bc(Jt condltIon8
there are many persons In the United the expedition could not make greater
States who have macft valuable In speed than ninety miles a day on the
ve.lons, but who have failed to gain average, making no allowances for
any considerable returns from them. the accidents to the
hawsers and the
transfer of the stores. The officials
OFFICER HAS FORFEITED
of the Navy Department maintained
HIS COMMISSION that the Dewey would be able to
Washington, March 1. While the travel considerably faster. Some ofresignation of Major Casslus Gillette ficers have been predicting that tho
of the engineer corps of the United structure could not make the trip,
Slates army has net been received by and It was realized that tho mobility
the war department. It Is said there of the dry dock would go a long way
that If he has, as reported yesterday, toward supporting the theory of the
accepted the office of superintendent strategic usefulness of the dock and
of tho filtration plant in Philadelphia, assisting the plan to obtain an ap- he has thereby forfeited his commls- - j proprlatlon for another in the pres
slon In (lie army.
j ent session of congress.
-

.

was

c

PRESIDENT MITCHELL HAS
NOT HEARD FROM DEMAND
1.
New York, Marc
John Mitch
president
Mine
of
Workers of
the
oping! 45,000 horse-poweIt Is the). merica, today said that he
not
most important order ever awarded in yet recived a reply from the had
opera
this country for electrical equipment tors regarding the demands of the
to be shipped to South America, the anthracite mlnerB, which were
for
Germans and British having hitherto warded to George F. Baer on Tues
executed almost, all the big electrical day.
work In that part of the world.
The Rio Janiero company Is con- NEW ENGLAND HARDWARE
MEN HOLD SESSION
Identical with
trolled by Interests
Boston, Mass., March 1. The sec
those controlling the Sao I'aulo Tram
AGED CAPITALIST IS
way, Light and Power company, tno ond annual convention of the New
NOW SERIOUSLY ILL. Mexican Unlit and Bower company, England Hardware Dealers' Assocla
San Diego, Cal.. March 1. H. C. the Trinidad Electric company and the fion was Informally opened this noon
Brown, builder of the Brown Palace Havana Ceu ral Railway company and;oy a lunctieon or tne executive corn- Hotel, at Denver, who has been the Havana Electric company. These mlttee at the Vendome Hotel. The
spending several months here. Is seri- companies represent an aggregate In- convention proper was called to or
NORTH CAROLINA COTTON
GINNERS ARE MEETING. ously 111 at a hotel, but physicians vestment of nearly $UiO,Ol)0,000. The der by President John B. Hunter, at 1
Charlotte, N. C March 1. The say that there is no Immediate dan- present plans will Involve an expendi- o cloc k. During the afternoon
the reports of the officers and
He is 8t years old. ture cf more than $J5,uoo,OOu. . Among
state convention of the Cotton Gin-ne- rs ger of death.
laciid interested in the enterprise are committees will be received, and new
of North Carolina opened here which makes his condition serious.
Sir William Van Home, F. S. Plerson officers will be elected for the ensuing
today with a large attendance. Among
year. Later In the afternoon there
Money Market,
and WUlliam L. Bull.
tnose In attendance are many promwill be a 'smoke talk." which will be
New York, March 1. Money on call
inent men of this state. Important
followed by a stag dinner and a the
e considered at this firm, 3 7; prime mercantile paper, SCHOOL INSPECTORS
matters will
On Friday the members
meeting .
HELD RESPONSIBLE. ater party.
5SC; silver, CSV
will be entertained with automobile
Peoria. III.. March 1. Win. A. and trolley rides, etc., 'by the local
Gray, ns the representative of sev- hardware men.
eral Influential citizens, today instiJudge MOST REMARKABLE COW
tuted proceedings
before
Wbrthington, in the circuit court, to
IN THE WHOLE WORLD
out the hoard of school inspectors.
Mankato,
1. Ulne
March
Minn..
The judge has taken tho matter un- Par h county lasts of the most reder advisement.
This action on the inarkal.le c.w in the world. She Is a
part of these citizens follows the Guernsey, named Yeksa Sunbeam, and
Dougherty defalcation, some months bred liy the late W. I). Richardson, of
ugo, more than IiIhu.ihik having been Garden City. A record was kept of
stolen by him, when a lormer school h'r a liieveinenis In the milk and butsuperintendent.
She
ter line ilurlng the year 11)05.
Wall of the Lackawanna railroad. Is lined
L All
New York,
March
l.i'HO jxninds of butter, or alproduces
up
Though
against
s
Fish.
it
said
batIs
street
feverishly watching the
most her own weight, which Is not
great Influence was brought t: ASHES START FIRE
tle f;ir control of the great Illinois that
unite l.L'"o pounds.
War upon Thomas F. Ryan, he de
was made under the superCentral railroad. Standard Oil's "rail- clined to take part in the railroad
AT SCHACK RESIDENCE
The
vision of the Wisconsin experimental
road general" is leading the fight on war.
'station, and showed that the cow gave
Stuyvesant Fish, for many years presTne suggestion is made that H. H. BOX AND FENCE WAS BURNED
,'." s pounds "f milk during the
PROMPT WORK OF FIRE
ident ::f the road. Flnh is fighting des- - Rogers' interest in the warfare has
year, from which 8;7. 5 pounds of butPARTMENT AVERTS
perately, but there Is danger that he; something to do with his antagonism
RATION.
ter la- was obtained, making an aver- will lose.
The war Is for revenge ;for his arcn enemy. Thomas W.
7
ner cent. The hiuhest
uf
as the holder
Fish, an Investigator of Mu son of Boston.
The fire this aftern on was in the (iuerr.sev records before this were
tual Life, balked at the plans of the f a large numlier of insurance policy
eof
the residen- of Mrs. M. A. 'made by the Imperial Rosle with
Standard Oil party, headed by H. H. holders' proxks, has made strenuous jrear
315 South Third street. An t,:::! pounds of milk, and Imperial I'rin-- j
Rogers, to gobble up the Insurauce efforts to get Stuyvesant Fish to
box caught fire from ashes fresn
pounds of butter fat.
Khea, 7 75
cept the chairmanship of a proxy ash
It is claimed by some of Harrlmau's holding committee.
Fish refused on from the stove. The ash box was So the Blue Kanh county Sunbeam Is
was bamy
cow
7 Douiids ahead of any other
I i.i ii ..n
Vt.t
,i I u ttini
r.talli, rw.ti. rr.n.l
of rni!iu1jiii j l.it4 Vw, n. u I . . nurimd and the feme
rorc'1''11- - b,lt ,h'linage as small, f her breed In milk und
40 pounds
trols the Illinois Central through bold-it clear that he was fsvorablv dis- - ?!
1
'
.
a,i onl-- "'rough Thprompt ar-a- over the highest record In butter fat.
ing a majority of the capital
'f Harri- posed to lwson's cause,
f
Yi ksa Sunbeam was nine and
,1hH f"' ''".partnient,
well as a majority of the board of man Miceeeds in wresting control of eur-,llnfla.gra' ion was averted.
l
years old at the beginning of the
It Is learned, however, that
Illinois Central from Fish, the
year's test. She is large, rather spare,
d
Harrinian and his associates really jrea- I'nion Pacific line from the
E'ks Hold Interesting Meeting.
yet carrying plenty of flesh, and In no
but Soo.ouii shires of Illinois Cen- - ejfb- to Omuha will be carried Into
inter-e'MnKlks
Ihe
extremely
held an
any strain from her
way r .em-lutral. which Is oneihlrd of the out-- Chicago, and a connect liur link be
meeting last niht and initiated worlv,
st ami in
capital.
The Illinois Cen-- j given north and south with Chicago ihe following new
members: A. W.
tral has always !ec:i a Fish family 'and New Orleans, connecting the Hayden. the
K.
c nuactor; 11.
Kansas Ci y Market.
railroad and its stock has been very Southern Pa inc. The story that u Schwentker.
1.
Cattle
the insin.uice agent, anil
K.l! sa, C;ty. March
widely
In merger betwe. n the l;nkn Pacific aud Kngineer
principally
distributed.
3no southerns;
Davey,
including
t..e
nf
Santa
eelpl.Fe.
The
the middle west, among small holders. Illinois Central, wltli Harrinian
usual
Inn h was served, nurk.
active and steady; southern
ror a long time past Harrinian has president, was contemplated, was de 'inc-r- stimulating
7r,1( .",.IHI;
cows,
was no quorum !' the commiSteerbeen known to be reaching out for nied tr pie weeks ago.
The Illinois tter having
in
native cows and heifers,
charge
plans
ar$
ihe
iiifi
of
Illinois Btock holdings wherever they Central railroad operates through the ranging
$". on
and feeders.
s'oeket'S
for the excision to Denver
appear. One big firm of brokers has states of Illinois. Indiana. Wisconsin,
'o
$.! loff $:,.IM);
bulls. tZXadt
the national convention,
del
a standing order to accumulate these; Iowa, Minnsotu. South Dakota. Ken whichattend
.i.oiifj
$o.rio.
s. $
take pla. e in July.
c.t
$.'
securities for this' interest. Fish's tuc ky. Tennessee, Ixnil.-ianMissis
friends declare mat liU fighting capac ini and Alabama, and lias a to'ui
Market.
Metal
Spelter.
It v had been
cap'very much underest! mileage of 4.374. Its
Sr. Louis March
Spelter steady,
York, March 1. Lead und cop
N
mated." W. II. Truesdale, president ital iS $'.O.0'Mt,IHIH.
."..:.o.
per,
,:,!; unchanged.

STANDARD OIL AFTER

ANOTHER

RAILROAI

t

1

1

-

Law-becau- se

1

j

I

t

l

Miners'

Bes-sio-

FROM

SAYS IS ALLOWABLE THIRTY

.

Kiu-kiang- ."'

WANTS BIG INCREASE

STRIKE PROSPECTS

ELECTRIMACHINES

ANOTHER VICTIM

at PARTICIPANTS
American consul
PROSECUTED ORDER IS VERY
a telegram to the State
says:
"It Is finally
kno'fi. that the property at Nanchlng
Is safe and the refugees are at
Builder of Brown Paact Hotel, Suit to Oust School

er

the Ground.

n,

DID NOT SUFFER.
C, March 1. Mr.

BUT COULDN'T GET IN
The. American
entries for the balloon race for the
Bennett cup, to be held in France this
year, are closed and, instead of three
contestants, as originally planned, the
Unittd States will only be represented
by two contestants. Lieutenant frank
S. Lahm, United States army, and M.
Santos-Dunron-t,
now in France, both
experienced aeronauts, have been selected. Dr. Julian P. Thomas, an
member of the Aero club of
America, made a determined effort to
become the third American representative in the race, but his entry was declined by Messrs. Post and Mishop, the
mcmoers of the committee on American entries. Dr. Thomas offered to
have a balloon of 55,000 cubic feet
built f;r the race and was exceedingly
anxious to be selected, but his entry
was rejected after careful consideration on the ground that there would
not be enough time for Dr. Thomas
to get In practice and ready for the
race, as he is not an experienced aeronaut.

ecute Mergers.

n

DOUBTS TRUTH

OF EMPRESS' DEATH
London, March 1. The rumor of
the death of the empress dowager of
China Is regarded hero as wholly im
probable.

12:30,

University Burns to

Inter-Boroug- h

FAMINE

DOLLIVER ARGUES FOR
RAILWAY RATE BILL
large audWashington, March A
ience greeted Senator Dalllver in the
senate today when he spoke on "ie
Dolliver-Hephurrate bill. His was
the first speech made in support of the

IMMIGRANTS

GETS

One Dormitory of Weslyan

A-

Member of McCurdy Party Armour Plant in Philadelphia
Hits Reporter as They
Burns With Total Loss ,
Go to Ship.
of $150,000.

I'aris, aiarcn J. Application - was
made to the civil tribunal of Seine to
day on behalf of a money lender for
permission to levy on the household
goods In the Castellane mansion to
satisfy a claim for money advanced
to Cpunt Boni. The lawyer of the
family resisted the request on the
grounds that th goods are separate
property and the case finally was
referred to the Judge in chamber. It
Is considered a test affecting numer
ous creditors.

--

'

COUNTRY

AND SOME TIRES

ttorney General Pros-

LAWYER

Andrews Presents Petitions Empress Dowager Not Dead.
Dowager Queen Wont
Against Gambling Bill.
Visit Here.
Tribes Continued.
A

SHIP ACCIDENTS

CORPORATIONS

Temporarily the Bill Is Want to Levy on Family
Laid Aside As Senate

NUMliKlt T7

1JHXJ.

NEWS FROM THE

OF CASTELLANE

SUPERCEDED

?

1.

f.

-

j

,t

I

"r

s

one-h.r.-

-

!

;

v

a,

LESSONS FROM CENTURY

n,

OF INCORPORATED LIFE
Wllliamsport, Pa.. March 1. On of Wllliamsport. John Moore erected
second building which was also a
March 1, ISofi, Just 100 years ago to- the
public-hou- se
and called the White
day, tho straggling village wherein
house. The first
building was
was the "county seal" of Lycoming, erected by Andrewbrick
TuIIock in 1799
was inoorKirated by act of the legis- and it Is still standing on Front street
lature as the Rorongh of Willlam-port- ; below Market. The first store was
by a like enacftmnt sixty years opened In 1801 by William
Wilson.
later It became a city. The centen- Andrew D. Hepburn wa the second
nial of the corporate existence of Wl- niercuant who opened a store In tho
lliamsport will be properly celebrated new town. There was no drug store
by the citizens of tht old town today. until Henry Lenhard opened one
in
Many pej pie from Lycoming county 1S15. I'eter Vanderbllt was
the first
and other parts of the state are here blacksmith and en August 12. 179
to take part In the celebration, which the first postolllce was established at
will be of a public character.
There Williarnsport with Samuel GrUr an
will be a parade symbolizing tire postmaster.
growth and development of the city
In ISO I
firs, co,t housrt
tiu ring the V
years of its existence, built on the present site. In 1814 wa8
an
a large meeting with addresses and academy was opened In the building
music and In the evening a largw; on West Third stre-et- ,
near
banquet and ball.
street, which is still standing. Wst
The
The history of Wllliamspor! dates Rev. Samuel Henderson, pastor of tno
I'ack to the early beginnings of i.ycom-- Lycoming Prettbyterlan church was
ing county.
Soon after the act vfi the principal, and Thomas Grier. his
assembly creating the new ounty of assistant. The first newspaper, the
Lycoming, in the spring of 17y", Mich-- ! Lycoming "Gazette." was established
aei Koss, owner of the tract called in 1801 by William F. Huyers. a
"Virginia," secured the services of young printer from Sunbiiry. In 1869
William Kllis and Joseph Williams, i oecaine the "Gazette and Ilulletin."
noted surveyors of the time, to lay At the time of the
Ion there
out on the north bank if the charm- were only sixty taxables In the new
ing West liranch a town, which he borough, against O.otjo in the present
named Willlunisport and which he year. The first tax ihmllenre Bhwo.i
proposed to make the county seal. a tolal taxation (f $m!.70. against tha
Koss had two rivals, who also laid present sum or JlH.L'yj.07.
In 1839
aw mill, known as the "Big
out towns in ci se proximity 1 the the
proposed Wllliamsport and which they Watermill." was erected at the foot of
named Jaysburg and Newberry, lloih Hepburn str.et and tne river dammed
these towns now form part of
and bom-iand this formed tno
Tl re was considerable! foundation for Wllliamsport 's greatest
rivalry between the three towns for Industry. I, s.n became the 'Sawa while, an each aspired to become dust City" and the greatest
the county seat, but Wllliamsport market cast of Chicago. The highwa-tefinally won tne victory.
mark lu ihe lumber business was
James Russell built the first house reichc-- In 1HS!, when more than
hi the new town, corner Hast Third
ftet of logs were rafted out of
It was long the big boom. The flixnl of ISstf broke
and Mulberry streets.
famous as the Russell Inn. The first the
om and sent the logs down tho
courts were held there and It was a bay. Since that time the lumber Inpioneer landmark down to Its destruc- dus rv has steadily
uutil totion by the Ux flre of 1S71. Here was day there are only two mills left ill
luiru William Russell, the first native opert'tion.
i!--
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THE EVENING CITIZEN

In

the dlcretion of the directors, from

time to lime, carry on any other law"
ful business, manufacturing or other" rakllthel Dally
Weekly by
wise, to any extent and in any man
The Citizen Publishing Company nerThenot oi unlawful.
rpor.ation may condui t 1, tidat FaataVTiea for tranamlaalon thrausa Um iness i:i iho territory of New Mexico
and tlscwiiero. Including any of the
uula aa aatond alaaa mat tar.
slates, 1 . rritorles, colon it's or dependencies of the Fulled Slates, the
District of Columbia, and any and all
foreign countries, have one or more
offices therein, nnd therein to hold,
pin ( base, mi Ttgajie and convey rtal
pcrftina property, except as anil
Oftlelal Papr of Bernalillo County ami
v. hen lorbldilen by bffll laws.
and City of Albuquerque.
The ftrepolng clauses shall be con- aamlttaa1 f ran Afternoon DlipitchM.
lue.l both ns objeels and powers,
lirptl City nd County Circulattea,
bin no recital Ion. expression or decTka LiriMt Ntw Mnlct Clrculitloa,
laration of sp.clfle or spoelal jiowers
Horthum
Arlmm
CrcuMioa.
larirnt
or purp ses herein enumerate;) shall
be deemed to be exclusive; but It is
TtRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
hereby expressly declared that ail
IA.0O
In aaVanea..
PaPr by mail, on
fiaily by mail, p month
other lawful powers not Inconsistent
Weakly by mail, on year.
therewith are hereby Included.
Capital Authorized.
fty Carrier, 60c per month
IV. Tito corporation Is authorized
In
the
will
he
dliyrd
Til Kmrao Cmn
to issue capital stock to the extent, of
My at til low rat of 20 mta pT weak, or for to
(Hie Hundred Thousand ($100,000) Dolaaita far month, when paid monthly.
lars, divided Into one thi. usand (1.000)
Application
Made
on
Known
IdTertlsInK Rates
shares of the par value of One Hun($10o) Hollars each.
a faror by notifylti ua dred
aliullim will eanfar
Capital Subscribed.
of the patxT.
wntniliatly on any
V. The capital stock with which
All Irttmi and ramittancf ahoukl b aiWiwxH to
the corporation will commence busiTub Citikk ri'ni.iniNO Comtamt. lrnfi.
mony ord-- r
prwi
and
charka. poatofflf
ness Is subscribed by the incorporamat ba mad payabla to th ordr of th
tors as follows:
atnaany.
Amount.
Shares.
Name.
175 $17,500.00
Melntrsh
Colorado IT William
Antnmntlo. IBS
17,500.00
175
Solomon Luna
5.000.00
.150
John C. Nead.

unicnjilabeD

rr

Dy

IZnCent
QriEvenfUolQr
No other lrrilima'e business
proposition on earth will guar
cntcs you such big profits.
If you buy bonds, or put your
money in Savings Banks, you
can get at the most only 4 per
cent.
IF YOU DEPOSIT YOUR
MONEY WITH
US, YOU
GET 12 PER CENT ON
EVERY DOl.t.AR.

We do not deal in stocks or
speculate in any way. Our in
vestments are sound and secure.
Your money is absolutely safe.
In dealing with us you do
business with a regularly incorporated company.
BANK REFERENCES.
Mention this paper and write
today for complete information.
LOS ANGELES CITY REALTY CO.
21S Fay Bullding
Los Antolas, California

1

ARTICLES

CF INCORPORATION

500 $ 50,000.00
The postofflce address of each of the
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO
Incorporators Is 117 West Gold avenue,
Office of the Secretary.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
COMPARISON.
OF
CERTIFICATE
Limitation on Stockholders' Power to
Examine Stock and Transfer Books.
I, J. W. Rayrmlds. secretary of the
VI. Tiie corporation shall keep at
territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there wias filed for record its registered office in this territory
books, lit which the transIn this office at 9 o'clock a. m., on the the transfer
fers of Btock shall be registered, and
21st day of February, A. D. 1!)0G,
contain
Articles of Incorporation of the Mc- the stock looks, which shall
the names and addresses of the stockHardware Company,

intosh

(No. 4274);
and also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare It to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the great
seal of the territory of New Mexico,
at the ciiy of Santa Fe, the capital,
ton the 21st day of February, A. I).
1906.

scribed by statute for the amendment
of the certificate of Incorporation.
IN WITNBSS WHEREOF, We have
hereunto set our hands and stals this
17th day of February, 190ti.
(Signed)
(L. S.)
WM. McINTOSH.

(I,. S.)
SOLOMON LUNA
U S.)
J. C. NEAD,
Territory of New Mexico, County of
Hernalillo ss.
On this
day of February, A. D.
1!oi, before me personally appeared
holders and the number of sharei William Mcintosh, John C Nead and
held by them respectively, which shall Solomon I.una, to me known to be the
at all times during the usual hours persons described in and who executfor business le open to the Inspection ed the f iregoing instrument, and acknowledged that they executed the
of a stockholder in person with
to his interest as such stock- same as ttielr free act and deed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have
holder, or for a purpose germane to
his status as such, upon application hereunto stt my hand and affixed my
in writing to the registered agent of official seal the day and year first
the corporation in charge cf Buch above written.
THOS. K. I. M ADDISON,
office and having the custody of said
-t

(Seal.)
Notary Public.
books; but the registered agen: may
refuse permission to any stockholder
to examine the same (except a.s to CURES WORST CASES
OF CATARRH.
the entries affecting the shares owned
by such stockholder), unless and until
satisfied that such examination and J. H. O'Rielly & Co. Sell Hyomei UnCertificate of Incorporation.
der Guarantee That It Cos.s Noth
Wc, the undersigned, in order to the Information to be acquired thereby
ing Unless it Cures.
form a corporation for the purposes are for a legitimate purpose and not
hereinafter stated, under and pursu- for a purpose hostile to the interests
Hyomei cures the worst cases of
ant to the provisions of an A.ct of the of the corporation or Its individual
sinipiy by breathing the remlegislative Assembly cf the Territory stockholders, and the determination ot catarrh
through the pocket Inhaler that
of New Mexico, entitled: "An Act to the registered agent shall be final, edy
every outfit.
regulate the formation and govern- conclusive nnd binding uion all stock- comes with drugging
S'oniach
often causes disment of Corporations for Mining, Man- holders and all persons claiming un- ordered
digestion, and never makes a
ufacturing. Industrial and other Pur- der such stockholders.
permanent cure of catarrh. Hyomei
Regulations Respecting Directors.
suits," approved March 15, 1!05, do
VII. In furtherance and not in lim- not only kills the germs In the throat
Ivereby certify as follows:
itation of the powers conferred by and nose, but penetrates the minutest
Name.
I. The corporate name Is The Mc- statute, the board of directors are ex- air cells in the lungs, and enters the
blood with the oxygen, killing the
pressly authorized:
intosh Hardware Q.mpany.
To hold their mee'ings, tn liave one catarrhal germs In the blood.
Registered Office.
Tho complete Hyomei
outfit, conII. The registered office of the cor- or more offices, and to keep tho books
poration is No. 117 West Gold avenue, cf the corporation within or, except sisting of a vest pocket inhaler and
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and the as otherwise provided by statute, with- medicine dropper and a Ixittle of Hycorporation, organization and manage out t!te territory of New Mexico, at omei costs only $1. If this does not
a complete cure, extra bottles
ment company is designated as the such places ,as may, fr:ni imo to time, effict
can be obtained for fifty cents.
agent therein, In charge be designated by tbem.
statutory
,
J. H. O'Rielly & Co. know ot many
To determine, from time to time,
tb.era.-fand upon whom process
people who have been cured of catarrh
against the corporation may be served. whether, and, if allowed, under what
conditions and regulations tho ac- by Hyomei. They believe In it so
Principal Objects,
counts and books of the corporation thoroughly that they offer to refund
cor
objects
the
The
which
for
fll.
be open to the inspection of the tiie money in case it does not cure.
shall
primarily:
are
Is
established
poration
ar,d the stockholders 'j
stockholders,
general
carry
a
ou
In
and
To engage
m
are ana snail be WIVERS HAS SOUD OUT
respect
ligiits
this
wholesale and retail mercantile busi
HIS MINING INTERESTS.
accordingly,
or
and
restricted
limited
i
sell-ness, for the purpose of buying,
The Wlscrnsln mining company in
any
right
shall
Do
have
stockholder
J
ing, dealing In and disposing ot hier-the Jicarillas has purchased the Inchandl.se of every kind and' description to inspect any account or book or terest of W.j A. Mclvers and will inexcept
corporation,
the
document
of
of
and especially for the purpese
corporate af once, says tho White
carrying on the business of dealers as conferred by statute or authorized
Oaks Outlook. C. I,. Seheler, the
resoa
by
or
by
the board of directors
and merchants, at wholesale and re- lution
principal stockholder, will be presiof
the stockholders.
tail, In hardware, farm implements,
of the concern, and W. A. Frankdent
To make, alter, amend and lcscmu lin, general
wagons, carriages, tools, and every
manager. The company
fix,
of the corporation, to
other commodity properly belonging the
plant of fifly tons capacElspas
an
has
from time to lime, and ity
to said business and for the purpose determine,
comple.ed
and has secured
about
as
of carrying on a general merchandise vary the amount to be reserved
water from the Amerthe the necessaryor mpany
business of every kind and description, working capital, lo determine
In addiwell.
times lor the declaration and payment ican toPlacer own property
at Albuquerque, in the county of Ber- and
they have
their
the amount of each dividend on tion
nalillo, New Mexico, and elsewhere
(he Hawkeye,
output
to determine and direct secured the groups of
as may be hereafter determined by the the slock,
of mires, and will
and Murphy
any
surplus
i- and disposition
of
the
n.
company.
board of directors of said
do a general milling business. They
To acquire and take over as a going or net profits, and to authorize and will incorporate at once and get ready
cause
mortgage's
and
be
to
executed
on
concern the business now carried
for work.
on Railroad avenue, between Second liens upon the real and pcrst nal prop
al
provided
erty
corporation,
of
the
Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Wch,
and Third streets, in the city of Albu- ways
tiiat a majority ot the whole
querque, undt r the firm name and
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
hoard concur therein.
style of E. J. Post & Ci mpany.
Itch.
of
vote
affirmative
to
Pursuant
the
All of these diseases are attended
Subsidiary Purposes and Powers.
stocK
of
majority
the
holuers
of
the
a
As subsidiary to and in connection
by Intense pching, which Is almost inwith the foregoing, from time to time, issuid and outstanding, nl a stock- stantly relieved by applying Chamberholders' meeting duly convened, to lain's Salve, and by lis continued us'
the corporation may:
Manufacture, purchase or otherwise sell, assign, transfer or otherwise
a permanent cure may bo effecte'd.
of the property, including the has, in fact, cured many cases that
acquire goods, wares, merchandise and
an
corporation
as
had resisted other treatment. Price
liersonal pnrjxrty of every class and Iraichlses of the
description, and hold, own, mortgage, ei.thily, provided always that .a ma- 25 cents per box. For sale by all
jority
concur
of the whole board
druggists.
ell or otherwise dispose of, trade,
therein.
deal in and deal with the same.
of
the
To api'.'int additional officers
LADIES' LEGGINGS.
Acquire and uudertako the goodIn canvas.
Cut to fit the foot ami
will, property, rights, franchises, con- corpora; ion, Including ono or more
tracts and assets of every manner and vice presidents, one or more assistant ankle. Simon Stern, tho Railroad
kind, and the liabilities of any per- treasurers, and one or more ussistant Avenue Clothier.
son, firm, association er corporation, set retarlts; and, to the extent providin the
the persons so ap
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
either wholly or in part, and pay for ed
shall have and may exercise
the same in cash, slock or bonds ot pointed
.
nil ti.e powers f the pre-,:- lent, i,l
BEAUTY CULTURE.
the corporation, or otherwise.
re
Enter Into, make, perform and carry lie treasurer and of the ? rie;n;j
t!i;tt
K;((:iely,
ail
however,
provided,
M. HELENA LEONARD,
MRS.
every
for
kind,
and
out contracts of
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
any lawful purpose with any person, ' ice presidents shall be chot n froir
the directors..
Late of New York city. The latest
firm, association, or corporation.
Hy a resolution passed by a, majority scientific appliance
and up to date
Issue bonds, debentures or ohlisa
lions of tho corporation, and at the vote of the whole board, under su.t methods fo- - treating the hair, face
to desig- and scalp. Complexion steaming and
option of the corporation, to secure able provisions of the
4 he same
by mortgage, pledge, deed nate two r more of their number t j bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
ctilisitute an executive' eollllllitt e", ing. Electrolytic automatic water
of trust or otherwise.
avenue.
Acquire, hold, use, sell, assign, lease, which committee shall, for the time massage, (H3 West Gold
grant licenses in respect of, mortgage, being, as provid. d in s,:tid resolution, Auto phono 279.
have ai.d exen lee
or otherwise dispose ,tf letters patent or in ,r the
ASSAYERS.
all the powers of ,'ie hoard t.t
of the United States or any foreign nr.ountry, patents pauut rights, licenses (Oireeuus, wli'.en may tie piv.iuny i,k
& COLLINS,
CORBET
in iue imi.m Civil
and privileges. Inventions, improve- ga,eti, in Lie iiiitua.t-iiieiiEngineers. United
Mlnina
and
corporal!
of
:i.
affairs
the
ments and proct sses, trade marks aid liess and
Surveyors.
Mineral
Deputy
States
to
authorize
th"
have
trade names, relating to or useful in and shall
ASSAY E R S.
to
Lin
to
affixed
be
se.Hl
corporal
of Hie
connection with any business of the
East side of Plaza. Santa Fe. N. M
all papers which may require it.
corporation.
exec
the
The board of directors and
UNDERTAKER.
Hold, purchase r otherwise acquire,
sell, assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge uilve committee shall, except as other Auto,
31T
Colo. Red 115.
'phone
power
by law, have
or otherwise dispose of shares of the wise providedfollowing
A. BORDERS,
manner, viz: .1
capital stock and bonds, debentures act in the
Undertaker.
or other evidences of indebtedness resolu' ion in writing, signed as attirm CommercialCityClub
Building, Black
members
created by other corxration or cor- atlvely approved by all tho
and white 'nearse, $5.
porations, and while the hold r there- of the board of directors or by all the
of, exercise all the right and privi- members of the executive or othei
LAND MATTERS.
leges of ownership, including the right committee, and thereafter with orig
inal or wit.1 duplicated signatures in
to vote thereon.
H. W. S. Otero,
the seined III the recorded minutes and
Purchase, hold and
I'nited States Court Commissioner,
Hharea of its capital stock. Its Utuds pi' perly dated, shall be deemed to be 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
action by such board or such commit to matters before the land office.
or other secnriliies.
Remunerate any person or corpora- tee, Bi the case may be, to the extent
o
tion for services rendered, r to be therein expressed, with the same force
CIVIL ENGINEER.
roudered, In placing or assisting to and effect as If the sanw had loen
J. R. Farwell,
place or guaranteeing the placing or duly passed by the same vine at u
Room 23, N. T. Armljo Building.
underwriting of any of the hares of regularly convened meeting.
Subject to the foregoing provisions
block of the cor;orat ion, or any
DR. R. i. HUST,
Ismds or other securities ol the by laws may prescribe the number
rporatlon, or in or about the of directors to onsiitute a quorum at
4he
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
formation or promotion of the corpora- l heir meeting, and such number may
Tuberculosis treated with
whole
u
majority
be
the
less
than
tion, or In the conduct of its business.
Electrical Current and GerWith a view to the workiug and number.
micide.
Treatments given each day
right
reserves
corporation
the
The
development of the procrllis of the
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. tn. Trained nurse
corporation, and to effectuate, directly to amend, alter, change or repeal any In attendance. Both "phones.
n
111
provl.-.locertificate
this
contained
r Indirectly, Its objects and purposes,
o
T
Try a Citizeu want ad.
r any of them, thv corporation may, iu the manner uow or hereafter pre
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.
By W. T. WHITE,
Assistant Secretary.
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POPULAR

:WANT

looking

On

cent per word, each
sertlon.
CHARGE,

MINIMUM

for.

In- -

t 4

4
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b

fr
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,
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The Citizen's Classified Colamns Promote Business
Here you'll find
what you've been

4 4

.t

COLUMNS

BANK INSTITUTION!;

f

i

5i

Fvlontctima Ttust Co.

.

....

albiiquepque; nev Mexico

u.

Make your wants

known ttirougn
these columns.

15c.

2 Capital and Satplus $100,000

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
WANTED.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
stenoTypewriting
and
WANTED
to trade for city property. T. L.
graphic work. Miss Dlaekwell, The
McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
Alvnrmio.
EXCHANGE I have property iu
Ul
WANTED
Koomers and iKiarders in
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
private family; two blocks east of
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Santa Fe hospital. 815 South Edith
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltn
street.
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Highest casti price paid
WANTED
uroanway.
for second-hanhousehold goods. M. McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
Ellison, 405 South First street. Colo,
Sea him for business exchanges.
'phone, Hed 131.
'
300 South Broadway.
WANTED Installment collector for
FOUND.
merchandise accounts; good salary
and expenses. Address Manufac-ture- r, FOUND Photo pin, gold frame. PicP. O. Box 1027, Phlla.. Pa.
ture of lady and child.
r
WANTED Gentlemen's second-hanrecover same by calling 8
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
office nnd paying for this
south of viaduct. Send address and
.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. FOUND Lady's gold
by Howard Mann
Fourteenth
st
FOR RENT.
same by
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Apply
paying
at 511 South Third street
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath,
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
Giinsul.
O
.., Horses
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for Wi
.els; also on
housekeeping.
'
See them, at 2080 SAL
...REHOUSE RE-South Arno street.
$10.00 and as hJgh
CEII
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for as $2e
xans are quickly made
housekeeping.
One
reasonable. and st. uy private.
Time:
Rent
534 West Railroad avenue."
month to one year given. Goods reyour
possession. Our rates
cottage, main in
FOR RENT New three-roofurnlshtw coinptite, for light house are reasonable. Call and see us beborrowing.
keeping, fiiquire at 60G South Arno fore
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
street.
Steamship
tickets to and from all
Light,
airy,
FOR RENT
furnished
parts ot the world.
front room at the Roosevelt house,
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
by day, week or month. 3094 West
31S West Railroad Aie.
Railroad avenue.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
FOR RENT Three, four arid five
Open Evenings.
room houses; one furnished. W. H
McMfllion. real estate dealer, 211
THIS IS THE NEXT.
West Gold avenue.
furnished
,
t OR REN T Th
tent and other rooms after the lGth, One four-rooframe house, modern.
from $10 to $15 per month. Mrs. One
ICl
brick on Ci n
E. K. Norris, 524 St.John street.
street, both for
FORR EN T FeTu oonlTcot t age, mod-ernS3 GOO 03
with water, $20. A
modern house, furnished or unfurnished, for sale or reut. Call or adRented all the t -for $20 each. A Tis
dress J. E. Haines, corner of Fruit
per cent Investment.
avenue and North Third street.
FOR SALE.
FOR
SALE Two" tents; cornefof
PORTERFIELD CO.,
Mountain road and Fourth street.
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
FOR SALE Good heavy farm nnd
Call at Halm's coal
work horses.
yard. '
Notarial
work and conveyancing.
FOR SALE All lots In Coronada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broad way.
v
SELLl H4-- r OR TRADE uiai your
o
01
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
30
3South Broadway.
busigood
FOR SALE OR TRADE A,
ness for city property. T. L.
3 3
300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Ten thousand gallon
n 73 Im
cedar tank cheap. J. H. Heald, 805
3"
rn u
East Grand ave. Colorado phone 02,
'
three rings.
O
trading
post;
FOR SALE Indian
good location and a paying business.
m
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadz

i

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

d

ts to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts

f

Capital,

and

Solicits

New

1M,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. 3. 8TRICKLER, V. P. and Caahlsr
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell
-- OMON

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

SANTA FE RY.

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AL&OQUBRQUB,
OKIosss)
JOSHUA. S. RATNOLDS

iid

N. af.

tnrwetora.

"H0

"nee

.

,',
FRANK
MeKEH
R, A. FROST

rrMmt
CaaMea-

-

AavUtaat OMfete

retj-roo-

five-roo-

I

U.

Up

six-roo-

harness and sad- business pertaining to the profession
W. II. McMilllon, real estate Will practice in all courts ot the territory and before the United State
dealer, 211 West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE A good paying liotelin land office.
Ira M. Bona.
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
South Broadway.
FOR SALE $25,UU0 rancu at a bar- N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
gain: will take small property In lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
second-han-

dle.

,

first-clas-

s

FOR SALE

A

nrat-clas-

double-ba-

r

shotgun; bran new
reled,
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
brick building,
FOR SALE
sixteen rooms; het water heat, hot
and cold water; gas and electric
lights In each room; lot 75x142 feet;
close In; tho best rooming and
boarding house location in tho city;
house nicely furnisheul; price and
terms reasonable. Address, II. C,
care of Citizen
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you interested In mlnesT I have some
said t0 be good deals. Talk with
iue. T. L. McSpadden, 300 8. BroadTwo-sti,.--

y

letter patents, trade marks, claims.
rTwT b. Bryan.
.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

que,

N.

"
Albuquer

M.

Bank building.

Office, First National

Ew7bobson.

Office Crcm

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

N OTARY

6nta

Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits

$100,000 00
17,000 00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President;- - Wm. FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
I
A
C A MIPDA I A nS C
UrCIMMAM p Ll CTDAM.
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

O. N. MARRON,

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
street, Albuquer
911 North Second
que, N. M.
PHYSICIANS.
A. L. MAHAFFE V, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatlo
telephone. 410.

DR. W. G. SHADRACH,

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
way.
rwniist nnd Aurist for Santa Fe coas
West Railroad
FOR SALE OR TRA i "'. 2 rooming lines. Office. 313
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South a venue
Broadway.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 130 to S
p. m.
.
FOR SALE A liineiooui,
briek dwelling in the Highlands;
nu s b au m ,
DlsTwT
lose in; Ivatli, electric lights, cellar, barn. A bargain if taken at
Physicians and Surgeons,
Office over Hickox & Maynard's Jewoiue. Easy terms if desired.
elry Store, Secoud street.
Box 218.

B.

i

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
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RUTNEY

WHOLESALE' GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceris
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE
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RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

RUPPB

NEXT TO BANK OP COMMERCE

203 W. RaKroad Am.

J. C. 15 ALDRID GE
NATIVE AND CMICAQO LUMBER
Always
PAINT
BUILDING
PAPER
best, wears
Csmat.
Lime.
stock.
Plaster,
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint. Glass. Sssh Doers, ete.
FIRST PTREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

covers more,

looks

hT-TjTd-

Post-offic-

6

-

two-dor-

T

Q

ESTABLISHED 1871

PUB LIC.

Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 'Vrtit
Cold avenue.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

Fe Railway Oompaa?

o! Albuquerque, New (Mexico

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Harnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.

.

V

i osr

way.
-- i
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and harness. Also good frame room, 12x14,
with shingle roof. Apply at 140J
West Roma avenue.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
&
FOR SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
enpower
gasoline
Morse
DENTISTS.
gine, Biiitable for small pumping
McQundo.
plant. Enquire J. W.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
FOR SALE Fine Jersey cow, fresh
Dental Surgeon.
about April 1; young, and In her
Rooni3 15 and 16, Grant block, over
prime, $.",0. J. E. Haines, corner of the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Fruit avenue nnd North Third sireet. Both 'phones. Appointments made by
A geiod mall.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
Edmund J. Alger, J. O. S.
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Office
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
JU0
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4G2. Ap
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden,
South Broadway.
polntmcnts made by mail.
riaraman
A hauiisome
1'UK SALE
LAWYERS.
piano. In fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For particuBernard S. Rodey.
.
lars, call at this office.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
FOR SALE Saddle and driving p.riy; N. M. Prompt attention given to all

for Atenlaon, Topeka

ccccccocc
The State Nationa I Bank

I

exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Broadway
FOR SALE A good general merchandise nnd grocery business, with meat
market included, and buildings for
Inquire. M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Hotel, European plan;
20 rooms, newly furnished In new
building; best location In city; a
Reason
fine business reposition.
for selling, poor health. Address,
F. J thls otllce
FOR" SALE $700 will buy equity in
residence on th best
street In the city; wiil rent for $45
month; owner leaving town. F. L
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
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BLOW-PIP- E

A

AT LUMBER PLANT

Angeles Company Finished Installing Today

and

A

Now in Operation.
FACTORY TO BE STARTED

mm

Q

Month

IrUJ'fimiBI

Now at work grading the streets in the

Beautiful 50 Foot Residence Lots

A

IN tITV

Jjl

Down

ft

Los

Eastern

A

Tuc Los Angeles Rlow Pipe company finished today Installing Its system at the plant of the American Lum-l- r A
company. This work which has
been In progress for some weeks and
has been personally superintended by
the head of the company, F. A. Rlck-rd- ,
represents an expenditure of several thousand dollars by the lumber
concern but at the same time Is one
of the nsjut profl;able and indispensable additions that this thriving local
conijiany has installed in years.
A perfect net work of galvanized
pipe plercts the mammoth plant from
nd to end. A reporter from The Evening Citizen staff experienced the pleasure yesterday af.eruoon of viewing
the work and Albuquerque's chief Industry at the same time, Mr. Rlckard
.accompanying the scribe on tho Journey of Inspection.
The purpose of the blow pipe system, as will readily be surmised, Is to
carry away from the
machines such saw dust and refuse 89
accumulates from the operation of the
machinery. That the blow pipe sys
tem is accomplishing its mission, a
visit to Uie plant will sudlce to prove.
Onti every machine in the plant the
pipes extend, and like magic all dust
and refuse is drawn into them and
hurried on to the lollers, into which
all drops and is burned. About twenty
miles of this piping is utilized all together in carrying out the mission of
the system and so thorough is it that
scarcely a article or dust flies into
the factory itself. When the magnl
tude of the lumber plant is considered, this accomplishment falls little
v'lort of leing marvelous. In both thes
Vex factory and door and sash depart-n-entthe blow pipe system is in
vciup. Another 'long stretch of pipe
.?: cndA through
the yards, on poles,
Terry McGovern announces that in
to tho electric light plant, thus furat
nishing perpetual fuel fi:r the boilers case he takes Nelson's measure
Gans
meet
will
coming
he
battle
their
Itself.
plant
lumber
there aa in the
championship.
In this connection it might be said for the lightweight
light
lumber
and
that both the electric
manager
Jimmy Burke, formerly
company exclusively depend upon this
St.
Louis
of
the
baseman
third
and
dust, and o'.her bits of waste lumber
Kansas
will manage the
for fuel, the latter being transported Nationals,
City blues in the American associa- to terminals by means of an endless tion.
chain elevator.
The blow pipe system, costing in; Miss May Sutton ,the tennis chamthe nelghliorhood of $13,000, will, it is pion,
is playing on the Pacific coast.
figured, pay for itself in a year ior
the championship of
more as without it the company has She recently wonCountry
club at San
Coronado
found It necessary to stop the ma- the
Btralght sets.
chinery at different intervals in order Diego in twD magnificent
O
o gather up and cart away by hand
and Mrs. Charles Glidden, who
this refuse. The only necessity for areMr.making
an auto tour of the world,
stopping the wheels of industry now
Calcutta. Thus far they
1s to insert newly sharpened saws, tiavo reached twenty-sevecountries
have visited
otc.
29,505 miles in a
Mr. Rlckard, with the assistance of and have traveled trip.
several employes, manufactured the motor car on the o
blow pipe and Its equipage, in a shop
It is said the Jockey club stewards
trectcd C:r his especial use, in fhe will refuse to grant trainers' license
factory,
door
sash
and
of
north end the
to "Boots" Durnell and J. J. McCafFour double fans are in use.
ferty, the rival horsemen, who have
Mr. Rickard informs The Evening stirred up such an
scanblowa
opening
intends
he
Citizen that
dal at Ascot park.
pipe factory In this city In the near
future.
Pitcher Lew Moren will not leave
for the south with the Phillies. He is
dissatisfied with the terms offered him
PENITENTS ARE READY
and as his father has much money, he
FOR LENTEN RITES can loaf the year round and rub one
dollar against another every day in
the week.
IT BEGAN WITH YESTERDAY. ASH
O
WEDNESDAY, AND CONTINUES
A bill has been introduced In the
legislature
DAYS.
New
to prohibit racFORTY
York
FOR
ing within four miles of a court house
Lent, tho penitential season, begin in that state. The measure is directed
"Wednesday. February 28. the fortieth
lv before Easter, which this, year
Tafls on Sunday, April 15. Palm Sunday this year falls on April 8; Monday. Thursday and Grod Friday on the
J2ih and 13th of the month, Septua-geulmSunday, the third Sunday be
fore lent and the seventieth day
reckoning in round numbers before
Faster occurs on February 11: Sexageslma Sunday on February 18, and
Qulnquagesirna Sunday on February
us.
Ient is always regarded with more
interest in this section of the country ihan any other for the reason
that the strange religious sect known
as tho Pen'.tentes are mi'st active,
practicing their rites of flaggelation
and other peculiar ceremonies.
Lat year they were quite active all
through the section of country surrounding Trinidad, and it was related
1hat a native at Torres in volunteering
to permit the sect to practice extreme
excesses upon him, perished by being
crucified on a cross. The truth of this.
weird tale, which gained wide protni-utKe at. the time, was never fully established, and neither was it ever authoritatively denied.
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Addition--Highlan-
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A

THE NEW GRANT TRACT

ds

ISQperLot

125 9

EVERYTHING SOLD EXCEPT TWO CHOICE LOTS 150 FEET DEEP, FACING ON SIXTH STREET
WHICH WE WILL LET GO FOR $325.
$20 DOWN; BALANCE
$10 PER MONTH.
PRICES
WILL ADVANCE 25 PER CENT AS SOON AS GRADE IS FINISHED.

A

Office Surety investment Co.

A

Office Surety Investment
D. K.

0. K. B. SE.LLt.RS, Agent.

A
A

B. SELLERS, Agent.
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at the proposed Garden City grounds,
but if it becomes a law will result in

I

j

closing Belmont park, which, was con- lasi vpar at a c.cst of 11.500.- -

ri

Ooo.

C

For a Drlze fighter who a few months
ago was said to be entirely
.
... out cf the
game, Joe Gans is cutting a pre ty

s

wide swath. His trouncing of Mike
Sullivan, followed by his confession
of fake fighting, has given him the
spotlight, and he casts a black shadow
over all the ether little fellows in the
ring.
"Kid McGowan, who received a se
vere drubbing at the hands of Arthur
Cote a week ago, is at his nome in
Provldenoe under a doctor's care. His
nana nza been aerangea since iae
fight, the result of several hard blows
cn the head. Goodman is 21 years
old and has been a pugilist since he
was 14.

1

O

The sudden reversal of form of
Dixie Lad has gotten W. H. Parker into trouble with the Oakland stewards.
The horse has been an inconsistent
actor, but in a high class selling race
of nine furfcngs showed such remarkable improvement that Parker was
Immediately suspended while evidence
is being sought to show that the
needle was unlawfully used.

j

j

u

From tlie Antiiiodes conies the news
that Nigel Barker, the well known
Sidney sprinter, will compete in the
Olympic games at Athens.
Barker
defeated Aruth Duffey on the occasion
of tho latter's visit to the Antipodes,

m

a

y
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FOR ALBUQUERQUE

Notice Is hereby given that an
election will be held in the City of
Albuquerque, Now Mexico, on Tuesday, April 3rd,
19UG,
between the
hours of 9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock
p. m., of saM day, at the following
voting places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chii3.
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of K. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At whica-saielection the question
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand (MO.OOU) Hollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will l.o submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
tie on nirs of real or personal property, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mex-

as

There are two classes ot remedies: those of Inown quality and which are permanently beneficial i:i effect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when nature needs assistance; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and infci i r cliarnctcr, acting temporarily, but injuriously, ai a rcu.i of forcing the natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the most 'exceptional of
tne remeeiiesor Known quality and excellence is tne ever

pleasant Syruiof Fis, manufactured bv tl'.e California
Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
ants, known to act most beneficial'v, in a pleasant vrup.
in which the wholesome Calif ornian blue fi i aic u'
to con- tribute
their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It i ; the !e ne iy
s
f a" remedies to sweeten and refrethandcU ar.re
VyV S
sum
" ron;ti.
gently ana naturauy, an j to assist one in r.vrr.1-;;s sct.vepnnci-P,e- s
'. ,&&4 Pail" ana tne many l. is resulting
and quality are known to physicians cent raii , and the
remedy has therefore rnet with their approval, as weil as with
Si $ the favor of many millions of well informed pennons v. h.. know
their own personal knowledge and from actual experience
y
'.'
thatitisamistexcellent laxative remedy. We do not el. urn that
41 't will cure all manner of ills, but recommend it for what it really
. .11,....
r.C
i
e
ft X ;i ; rnnracantc
r..m...l.. vi
'It
x ia.vaii.
Hll'jwu quality
ii(
itmruy
ail J t .V.' IHTtCe,
.
'&!.
j:
;
ui
'i
s
ui
iiuimri
vi niijiioi ti. .'.raiter.
if :
There are two clasres of purchasers: those who rre ii. farmed
ti a hj uiL- quality ei w ji.it uiey Luy ana tne reasor.stor the i
Mfj
l
of articles of
... t,
iin.i u m H,r
ii. elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any welF Known P$
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do n' t know. ,A
JfJ,
fj and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They canm t expect
its beneficial effects if they do not pet the centime' remt
M
'S
r. i.
i c .i
A ti.
:.
i.t f h.. rtrnooictc r.f
tnat neariv ail or tnem value tneir reputation for pn ssional
inteprity and the good will of their customers too lik'h!
offer
imitations of the

ico.
FRANK McKKIC,
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Notice is hereby given that an elec-- ti
:ll be held in the City of
in
New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April
bi'tween the hours of 9
o'ciock a. in. and ti o'clock p. in., of
said day, a' the following polling
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LUMBER
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AND
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NEW RESIDENCE ADDITIONS
WILL BE TWICE AS LARGE AS
MAP OF 1898.
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City Hall.
At oflii'i' of Chas.
Co., on Cold avenue.
C'lilwii i'
Tm Wi.iM At office of K. H.
I n n
.i
in Soulli Third street.
i''iiit.: Ward Near corner of Cop-- j
: ue and Third
;
Mreet.
h:ch election the question of
At
K: !.--;

'
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Issuance jif Three
llnn.lre,i Thousand (JMu.Oiiii) Dollars
( I
bm ils of said City of Albuquerque,
'w M
to purchase and extend
w'V'Ks now owned by the
S'u-t.lcompany of said city,
Mtb;!'.i'ie
to the qualified
w:i
!ty, who are the own-- r.
.f n:
pcrs'inul projierty,
al and

aiitliorling the

;

wlllsln
t i i.iy:.tioti.
he Cliy
.;lC"uue.
I'ltA.MC McKKK, Mayor.
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heals the worst burns
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Scientific Wonder.
The cur.- tha- stand to its credit
Arnica Salve a ficien-tinirake l:u'i.!.-ir-
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BOLD

.

and nm yei iifttlcid with
:i:i' i. in." Mys Mr. J. C. Hay no,
lb.. 11. tiM, Addlngton, Ini' hi v, "but thanks to Cham-iii';- .
Ti
1'iiii I ti! rn am a'.le once
In linsitics.s.
It is the
;,
"
;.n.n:
If troubled with
plw IVtin Halm a trial
iia
r.'i'
..n
.r. ' ii'Vaiti id be mure than
.
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iiciu,..e
" u,
niir-hi- in
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front of every fickle. Price, 50c per bottle. One ,: only,
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Afflictid With Rheumatism.

A

K. It. Mulford.
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any part of the city outside the origIn fart,
inal lownsite, is
the new map which is now being
i:i the ottlou of (he All
Eastern Railway company, in
will cover
I he N. T. Arniijo liuildiug.
twice a much ground as the old map
will he tt'.oie than twice us large
The
ei. to the pajier it will cover
ild map is about "XS feet, v.hil" tho
feet.
new one ill Ire
.1.

'':
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;J I
:.i-':f-:

Albuquerque is soon to have a nw
ity mat), and the people will have
I he
J. M. Moore Realty company to
llmnl. fur it. The city has wo outgrown the Inst map. made in l'-'Sthat a new may Is imperative to any
whatver, as far as calculating on

Mayor.
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GOLD COIN

and his athletic record, covering a
NOTICE
period of five years' active competition fti schorl, college and national
Notice is hereby given that an eleccontests, proves him to be of excep- tion will be held in the City of Albutional caliber.
querque, Ne Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3. 1906. between tho hours of 9
The attempt to test the Missouri o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock n. m . of
racing taw at Kansas city was some- said day, at the following polling
thing ,cf a failure, because the prose- places;
cuting attorney refused to enter into
First Ward City Hall.
the fcheme. In Missouri it is not unSecond Wtird At office of Chas.
lawful to hold a race, but it is illegal Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
to register a iet. l o test the law a
Third Ward At office of E. H.
race was run at Elm Ridge track, Dunbar, on South Third street,
the bet being telephoned to Kansas
Fouith Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
City, Kas., and registered In the
At which said election the qualified
flower state. After the race the win- or me saia city or Alliuquer- ning numner on tne ucnet was teiev
phoned from the Kansas town to the Q'i?. New Mexico, residing within the
of the said city, Bhall choose
Missouri track. Little time was lost
in the transactim, as direct telephone,10" following officers:
Hno
Ainvor Knr n term of two
connection was made between the two
places. Prosecutor Klmbrell said h years;
,4e
cl,y Clerk For a term of two
would not enter into a combination'
with lawbreakers to test a law, but ears;
ty Treasurer For a term of
ne
that he will prosecute the track own-years.
crs IT a regular race meet is heldl'" wo
Members of the City Council
there.
Friends of the management'. '
will ill- information, anyway, and ,r"m the FlrBt Ward One for a term
rour
year8 and one for a term of
force the prosecutor to make a test i?r
two years, to in our mi unexpired
case, It possible.
term.
One Member of the City Council
Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough from
the Second
a term
nemeay in n is nousc.
or four years;
not
One Member of the Citv Council
"We would
be without ChamberIain's Cough Remedy. It Is kept on 'from the Third ward For a term of
years.
rour
says
h3nd continually in our home,"
One Member of the City Council
W. W. Kearney, edltcr of the Inde- pendent, Lowry City, Mo... That is 'rm the Fourth Ward For a term of
Just what every family should do. I01" years.
"e Member of the Board of Edu
When kept at hand ready for instant
use, a cold may ie checked at the out-- ; luun ,mm lne first ward For a
set and cured in much less time than tc"n or four years;
Members of the Board tot TUiafter it has become settled in the! Two rrom
tne Second Ward One
system. This remedy Is also without aUon
a pier for'croup in children, and will' for a 1erln of four yars, ,and one for a
prevent the attack when given as soon term of two years, to fill out an un
as the child becomes hoarse, or evc-- expired term.
One Member of the Board of Eduafter the croupy cough appears, which cation
from the Third Ward For a
can .rnly be done when the reme-dis
k.ept at hand. For sale by all drug- - tern of four years;
One Member of the Board of Edu
gists.
cation from the Fourth Ward For a
tern or rour years;
A Citizen want ad will get the busiFRANK McKEE. Mayor.
ness. Try one.

Vvfcrid

PROPOSALS FOR BARN. Department of the Interior. Office of Indian
Affairs, Washington, D. C, February
5, 190G.
Sealed proposals, endorsed
"Proposals for Barn, Zuni School, New
Mexico," and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Washington, D. C, will b received at the
Indian office until 2 o'clock p. m.,
March 20, 1906. for furnishing and delivering the materials and labor necessary to construct and complete a
stone barn at the Zunl Indian school,
New Mexico, in strict accordance with
plans and specifications and Instructions to bidders, whlcl may bo examined at this office, the offices of The
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.; Improvement Bulletin, Minneapolis, Minn.;
American Contractor, Chicago, 111.;
Construction
News, Chicago, 111.;
Builders & Traders Exchanges
at
St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.;
Milwaukee, Wis., and Omaha, Neb.;
the Northwestern Manufacturers' Association, St. Paul. Minn.; the U. S.
Indian Warehouses at 119 Wooster
street. New York City. 205 Soutn
Canal street, Chicago, 111., 602 South
Seventh street, St. Louis, Mo., 815
Howard street, Omaha, Neb., and 23
Washington
street, San Francisco,
Cal., and at the school. For further
Information, apply to Douglas B.
Graham, superintendent,
Zuni, New
Mexico. C. F. Larrabee, Acting

.,1 ;
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holdlun Claim No. 688.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. 1L.
January 24, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that tn following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of her claim tinder
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marcfh
3, 1891,. (26 Stats., 854),
amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats.. 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United
State
court commissioner at AJbuquerqn.
N. M., on March 10, 190, vis.:
Beatrii Moya de SedlJlo, widow of
Jesus Sedillo, deceased, for the S. H.
C. No. 686, In lot 1, sec. 36, T. 7 N
R. 2 E., and sec. 31. T. 7 N., R. 3
and lot 2. sec. 88, T. 7. N, R J E. S
She names the following witnesses
to prove her actual, continuous,
adverse possession of said
for
twenty years next preceding tract
the aur-ve- y
cf the township, vix.;
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. U :
Bernardino Sedillo, of El Cerro, N. M.;
Estanlslao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.;
Amada Otero de Sedillo, of El Cerro,
N. M.
Any person who desires to protect
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why sock
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
(Homestead Entry No. 6048.)
and
offer
evidence In rebuttal of that
Department of the Interior. Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
uary 30, 1906.
Register.
Notice Is hru'ebv elven that, in i i.
lowing named settler has filed notice
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
or nis intention to make final proof in
support of bis claim, and that said
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
proof will be made before the probate
Department of the Interior, Unite
cierK at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
States land office, Santa Fe, N. M.
March 6, 1906, viz.:
January 29, 1906.
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of BerNotice is hereby given that the follonalillo county. New Mexico, for the wing-named
claimant has filed nolot 4, and the southeast quarter of the
of his intention to make final
southwest quarter of section 19, town- tice
proof In support of his claim under
ship 9 north, range 3 east.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
He names the following witnesses 3,
1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.: by the act of February 2t, 1893, (27
Oregorio Apodaca y Candelarla, of Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Ainuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco be made before the United States
Grlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico; court commissioner at Albuquerque,
Manuel Antonio Pena, of Pajarlto, N. M., on March 9, 1906, vis.:
Placido Salazar y Otero, for the S.
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Albu
H. C. No. C98, for lot 1, sections 25
querque, New Mexico.
and 26; lots 3 and 4, sections 23, 24.
MANUEL It. OTERO.
and 26; lot 2, section 25, township
Register. 25
7 north, range 2 east.
o
He names the following witnesses
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twent:
(Homestead Entrv No. 8687.)
years next preceding the survey of
Department of the Interior, Land Of the township, viz.: '
(
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.:
uary 30, 1906.
Mellton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Salvador M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque,
lowing named settler has filed notice N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of
of his intention to make final proof In Peralta, N. M.
support of his claim, and that said
Any person who desires to protest
proof will be made before the probate against the allowance of said proof, or
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on who knows of any substantial reason
March 6, 1900, viz.:
under the laws and regulations of the
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo interior department why such proof
county New Mexico, for the lots 1, 6 should not be allowed, will be given
and 7, of section 1, township 8 north, an opportunity at the above mentionrange 2 east.
ed time and place to
He names the following witnesses the witnesses of said claimant, and to
to prove his continuous residence offer evidence In rebuttal of that subupon and cultivation of said land, viz.: mitted by claimant.
James It. Bingham, John W. Bar-- ,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
nett, Manuel Ixipez and Ell A. Can- Register.
trell, all of Albuquerque, New Mexico.'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
HEAVEN REVEALED,
Register.'
By Benjamin Fiske Barrett.
above-mention-

cross-examin-

j

i

cross-examin-

MERCHANT

(283 pp.. Z

TAILORING

ix7 Inches;

e

largo type;

fire cloth.)

UPSTAIRS.

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- For a limited period this book Is of.
fered at trade rates, 50 cents, with
BINI, PROPRIETOR

cents postage for mailing.
CONTENTS.
The Origin of Angels The Essential Nature of Heaven Character ot
tho Angels Testimony of Scripture
The Sure Way to Heaven Practical
Tendency of Thl.s Disclosure Environment In Heaven, and What
f
3""!'trs In Heaven A
Heaven lor me
World
Are Karttily Relationships uontiu- tied in Heaven? Meeting and Recognition of Friends in the Hereafte-r(). nAMTlINI.
Personal Appearance of the Angels
No.
Rejuvenescence and tirowtli in HeavMik. Iiainlilni, at her parlors.
pre
avenue,
id
200 West Railroad
en Houses and Homes In Heaven
pared to give thorough scalp treat- Garments In Heaven Children In
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns, Heaven Sex and Marriage lu HeavShe en Work in Heaven Tbre Three
bunions and Ingrowing nali
gives niabs.'ige treatment and manicur Heavens and How Related Eternal
ing. Mrs. HaniUnl own preparation Progress In Heaven -- Consociation ot
of complexion cn am builds up the Angels With Men.
Addreii,
skin anil Improves the complexion,!
THE NUNC LICET PRESS,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurl-- ,
42 West Coulter Street,
oiin. she a!x prepares a. hair tunic
Philadelphia, Pa.
that cures and prevents dandruff and
hair falling out; restores life to dead j
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
hair; removes moles, warts and su- pertl'ious hair. Also a face powder, a tho news.
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
hi i.n'.--t i'i e'tii.iiwiio
rule.
WILLING HELPERS.
purely vegetable' compounds.
What's the use of a helper, if (
just added a vibrator machine for
he Isn't willing? Willingness Is
Itreatmtnt of scahi, fa e, anil cure of
an ample mantle which will al- - V
wrinkles. It is also used f r rlietima-- i "' most cover all the sins of serv- - '
massage.
pains
and
tism,
Hut a classified advertise- Ice.
"
V ment in The Evening Citizen is a
COMING fcVLMS
willing helper that is not only V
absolutely competent, but also is
Kerry from fl. t ry.
March
a willing worker. It works all V
Z I
KHi ry's Royal Italian1
March
the time for you. It Is the best
land.
and most economical publicity In V
March 31 -- Charles llinforl Cum- - fc the world.
Hays.
I any in Shakespearian
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tailoring stjop Is upSOD West Railroad avenue, where I solicit tii patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
clas, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garment
also cleaned and walk-iskirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
My mercnant
stairs over No.
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Trouble
Tariff
agreement between Germany

A

dressed

well

young man, roat col-lt itrn'(t up tinhtly
about lils throat and
hat drawn 1'own over
his bleared eye,
stoppered into a brll
llnntly limited drug
Ht.ore
and leaned
heavily against the
A
counter.
clerk
stepped forward and
asked for the order.
The young man drew
a handkerchief from
nr

and the
The tariff
United States, of July 10, 1!00. expired today: but by action of the rcichstag, reciprocal tariff rates have been extended to the United Slates till June 3i, 1!07. Although
1he threatened tariff war between the two countries has
thus been temporarily averted by a mutual agreement,
Tloinir th linitci Ktat.m mi ihe lia.sla of the "most fav- wed nations," until a reciprocity treaty between the two
"ountries can le negotiated. It is feared that this arrangement merely means the postponement of a fierce
struggle between the two countries.
. i ..
.
(, ..
The situation is very peculiar, and the friends of an
h en
t
sneezed
and
amicable arrangement In this country clearly understand asked for an alleged
the difficulties and obstacles which threaten to precip- catarrh cure, which
cocaine.
itate a tariff war which would be equally disastrous to Is
!

.1

two-third-

If one of the countries were purely an
agricultural, the other purely an industrial country, there
would be little trouble In arranging a reciprocity treaty
between them. As it Is, loth countries have not only
powerful agricultural but also gre.it Industrial Interests.
The only difference Is this: While In Germany the Industrial interests preponderate and the exports of agricultural products are comparatively small, the reverse
condition exists in the United States. The German
are opposed to the Importation of American
meats and cereals, and want to make the tariff on these
Imports-practicallprohibitive. The German manufacturers are by no means opposed to low duties on Amerl-- .
can agricultural products, m long as they can obtain low
duties on their own products exported to the United
States. On the other hand, the American farmers are
..anxious to take their products to Germany at the lowest
possible duty and would' be willing to grant the most
liberal concessions to the German manufacturers, but
that does not suit the American manufacturers, who fear
German corn pet It ioi under favorable tariff conditions.
Unfortunately, the agrarians are as powerful In the
rcichstag, as the manufacturing interests are In the
American congress, and It Is difficult to imagine how the
various factions can be reconciled In such a way as to
make the amicable settlement of the tariff questions between the two countries possible. The German agrarians
have struck the keynote of their sentiments In the matter by forcing a provisional bill, exorbitantly increasing
the duties on American cereals, through the rcichstag.
become effective, in case no
If these increase?
settlement of the reciprocity question can be reached,
they will practically put a stop to the exportation of
American cereals, meat and other agricultural products
to Germany.
Germany has reciprocity treaties with Belgium,
Italy, Austro-HutigarRussia. Roumania. Switzerland,
and Servia, and It would be of great advantage to the
United States, as well as to tieriiuiny, should a reciprocity treaty between Germany and the United States
fee arranged.
The more conservative menlbers of the
rcichstag thoroughly appreciate the seriousness of the
results of a taritf war between the two countries, and
are anxious to have peace preserved even at a moderate
sacrifice. The agrarians, however, are extremely difficult to deal with and their extreme views are likely to
prevent an' amicable, settlement of the differences," even
If the American congress should be inclined to
both countries.

y

y,

John I). Rockefeller, the richest man in the world,
la In the business of dodging subpoenas.
He is playing the part of a common thief who uses every feint to
throw the officers of the law off his track. Is he afraid
of the law? By his actions he makes confession of his
Kuilt; or he indulges some sort of belief that he Is above
the law, and Bhould not be made amenable to It. From
the beginning of the action of the state of Missouri to
discover the methods of the Standard Oil company, its
officials have used the plea of avoidance. H. H. Rogers
refused, "on the advice of counsel," to answer questions,
and John D. Rockefeller flees from the process like a
criminal. Innocence presents no such front to prosecution. The big corporation mut be guilty of the iliings
alleged against it; silence Is confession.
Henry Clews:

One of the most important events
was the decision of the Supreme Court regarding the Chesapeake & Ohio railway, holding that a
railroad cannot be both a carrier and seller of coal. This
establishes a vita', and far reaching opinion, adopting a
principle which will prove of great public benefit. So tar
the effect has not been udverso upon the coal stocks;
but the ultimate outcome of this decision is yet to be

of the week

seen, since it separates two functions which have previously been exercised by a single corporation. It is
jjulte proper to ask, How far will this decision apply to
he private car system and the oil pipe lines owned by
producers?
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The clerk smiled cynically, passed a small package into
the customer's hand and rang up 10 cents on the cash
register. The young man tore open the package, snuffed
Into his nostrils a large pinch of white powder, sneezed
again, laughed hysterically, and zigzagged his way out
Into the dark street "That Is one of the things that the
devil is up to," said the clerk. "That, fellow Is a dope
fiend. He comes here on an average of five times a day
after that stuff. Toward morning he will be in the throes
of the horrible morbid aftermath of cocaine poisoning.
His next place will be the river or a psycopathic ward."
Physicians declare that the drug habit, was never so
common as it Is today. The use of cocaine the devil
makes easy. One druggist said that he 'lielieved that no
less than lO.Otil) men and women in New York nlone obtained the Insidious drug in this resepectable form.
Down in Hell's Kitchen, New York, where respectability
Is regarded lightly, hundreds of unfortunate
men and
women practice what, the jwllce know as "Blowing the
Burners." Cocaine Is blown Into the head through u
rubber tube, to which Is attached a small bellows. Instantly the victim's eyes dilate, his rags become fine
raiment, his shambling home a palace and the squalid
street a boulevard. In an hour, however, he will be dt
Ilrious, haunted with a sickening stupidity, and nothing
will appease his shattered nerves but more of the drug.

Yesterday being Ash Wednesday the
St. Joan's Kplscapal church held special services morning and evening.
Rev. W. Wyllle, pastor of the Episcopal church at Raton, occupied the pulpit at the evening services.

O

The Harwuod Industrial school celebrated its tenth anniversary this f"
noon from 2 to 5 o'clock In thr
building. Speeches and &"
delivered by the at- -'
prominent speak''
cooking an
dents, v
Inc
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Reclamation Furadl
All Appropriated

The. New Mexican suggests to the tax assessors of
the several counties to read carefully the excerpts from
the revenue laws, and the instructions printed on the
ta schedules of the present year. These are comprehensive and easily understood, if the provisions of the law
as to assessments are conscientiously and carefully carried out by the assessors, there will be a gnat Increase
in the value of taxable properly and a corresponding deSuccess Magazine.
crease in taxes for the year
The attention of the
boards of county commissioners of the various counties
0000000CCKXXOCOC
is also called to this matter. It is of the greatest im
Andrew Carnegie lias no son, and only one daughter.
portance to the
and especially to all honest tax
so bis hundreds of millions will start no line of Carnegie
payers.
kimrs. Russell Sage has neither son nor daughter and
his fortune will be seat t red among strangers.
I.eland
The product bin of oil seeds purely for their
ing properties is a factor of greater importance in the Stanford had only one sun and he died. C. I. Huntington
agriculture of British India than in any other country had r.o children. Frederick Vanderbilt has no children
in the world.
Flaxseed, sesamuni, rape and mustard Perry Belmont has no children. And three of the younger
need, poppv seed, peanuts and castor beans are produced Rockefellers, though married for ten years or more, have
on extensive scales and constitute a large pr.;Mution of no children. So e might go on through the list of millthe agricultural products exitoncd. Cotton seed, pro ionaires, an while we will meet with some exceptions, like William II. Vanderbilt with eight children,
duced, however, not primarily for oil. but as a
of the cotton crop, has also become an important articli (ieoruc Could with six, and .1. P. Morgan with four, we
of exiKrt. To the cultivation of four varieties of oil seeds should quickly establish the fact that the average num
alone, viz. flaxseed, sesaniutn .rape and mustard seed. ber of children in our very rich American families Is far
below the general average; instead of approaching four
upward of Io.imni.ijimi acres are annually devoted.
it wou'd probably not reach two.
And I have it, on the
Rvcn in the rich and pioductivt authority of Dr. (iuilfov. register of vital statistics in
New Mexican:
IHjcos Valley, where tens of thousands of tons of alfalfa New York, thai the Fifth avenue residence section
live, shows by far the lowcan be raised, alfalfa now sells at from $1- - to $11 per ton where our
In average seasons, from three to tour tons per acre of est birth rale of all sections of the city. 1 may add that
that fit-- stuff can bo easily raised in the valley. Tin a doctor of great authority on the subject assures me
land is there; the. water is there and tin- farmers art that as riches increase not only is there a rapidly diinin
coining in.
There seems to lie hardly a limit to tin lshing number of births, but there is an increasing numgrowth and prosperity the I'ecos allev in .New Mexico ber of crimes against It. Prohuhlv this is a new and
It may lie a passing condition, for we are told that sev
ill enjoy from now on.
enty-fiv- e
years ago rich New Yorkers wire accustomed
The Citizen returns thanks to ( bus. F.. l.inney ot to have large families. Tims we read in "New Yorkers
Santa Ke, section director of the climatic and crop ad of the Nineteenth Century." thai Colonel Nicholas Fish
St uyves-an- i
liad five children and fifty-niu- e
vice for New Mexico, for advance copy of reports on and KllzaiK-tto
and
work;
and
lladI'rof.
Hiram
farm
that Colonel William Duer and
Htock condition
territorial superintendent of public instruction, for Catherine Alexander bad eight children and But great
Which shows how things have
copy of his admirable n'ltort on the schools (,f New grandchildren, etc.
(hanged since then in the fashionable set.
Mexico.
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is to clean up stock o
once yearly and open t
season with new goods. I

sinning of
the forty days
fat
..irl of Albuquerque
will
..at lessened, and part
ies,
.icr Ient, will bo few and
far b rfeen. However, the season
has been one of the most brilliant so
From the San Francisco Chronicle.
cially in the history of Albuquerque.
Reviewing the past seasjn many so
cial events stand forth with such
00XJOOXXXXXXOCOC0XXXXXXXXX)
Consulting Engineer C. K. Grunsky, who is in the prominence that to cnumenate them
would lie to fill this and several other
city for a few days, is reported to he enthusiastic over columns, but for large, brilliant and
the prospects for good results from the work now in pro- numerous gatherings this season has
gress under the reclamation act. Plana have been made been one of the leading ones of Albuquerque society.
whose completion will result in the irrigation of about
O
fi.iwn.Odi) acres of arid and semi-ari- d
Mrs. A. P. Jones having returned
land, and all the
money likely to be derived from the sale of lands for from a year and a half stay in Washington, D. C, wishes to .ay that s.ie
some time 1o come has been appropriated to these pro- - will be ready for business In the dress
ects. No additional projects, therefore, ran be taken making line about the 15th of this
up until the money begins to be returned to the treasury month in Room 22. in the "Elite,"
from payments made by settlers, or from sales of land where she will be pleased to meet her
some years In the future. It is not considered possible customers.
that there can be any such annual sums reclved from
NOTICE.
land sales hereafter as have been paid in during the last
If you want your monev's worth trv
few years.
The plan is being tried on a great scale, and the out 15 cent meals. Cordova restaurfinancial results must determine whether congress will ant, 313 South First street.
add to the reclamation fund from sources other than the
ORDINANCE No. 346.
receipts - from Jand- - sales. If the land reclaimed Is
An ordinance authorizing an elec
promptly taken up and promptly paid for there will be no
trouble in getting all the money required for the most tion to be held on Tuesday, April 3.
extensive development. If, on the other hand, the land Is lltub. to vote upon the proposition of
not taken, or if when taken the settlers are not able to Issuing thirty thousand (30,000) dol
lars worth of bonds fi;r the purpose
produce from the lands what will pay the cost of reclaimerecting and building a city build
ing it, congress will be certain to assume that we have of
in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
egun the work a generation too soon, and will wait, be ingWhereas,
in the opinion of the city
money,
providing
fore
other
until the country seems to council of th
city of Albuquerque.
require it. U Is evident that the cost of reclamation will New Mexico, it Is necessary to erect
be from $20 to $:io per acre and sometimes more.
The and build a city building, and
Whereas, the estimated
fact, however, that the available reclamation fund is all
cost of
appropriated is no reason why we should cease our ef- said city building is thirty thousand
forts to promote new projects. The most profitable pro (30,000) dollars, and
Whereas, the city of Albuquerque
jects will be those which irrigate the lest and most ac- is a chartered municipal corporation
essible land, and that Is nearly all in private ownership. organized
and creabed under the laws
The service is quite willing, as, under the aw. it can, of the territory
of i.ew Mexico and
to store water for the irrigation of such areas as the having a bona fide
population of not
Sacramento valley, but not a dollar will be expended to less than ten thousand (lO.uoo)
assist great land owners to rent land at, high rentals.
Now, therefore. Be it ordained fu
The object of the law is to create homes, inhabited by
their owners. Under no circumsances can any "no get tile city council of the city of Albuwater from government works for more than ltiu acres querque, N w Mexico:
Section 1. That under and bv vir
of land, and in such districts as the Sacramento valley
tue of the provisions of an act of the
the water allotted to one person Is likely to be much less. congress
of the United Slates, entitled
Nothing can bo done in such a place until the owners
An act to amend an act to prohibit
have contracted to subdivide their land to the satisfacthe passage of special or local laws
tion of the
of the Interior. It will require a In the territories, to limit territorial
long time to get the almost unanimous agreement which indi btedness, and
so forth," apwill be required, hut very likely the agreement will come proved June (!, 1!)00, the question
asier, now that no money Is at present available. We of authorizing the Issuance of thirty
are Inclined to think that a unanimous agreement to sub- thousand c'.o.ooo) dollars of bonds of
divide in the Sacramento valley would bring I lie money said city to pay the cost of erecting
ind building a city building he sabas the land would evidently easily fiear the cost of irri
inltted to the qualified
lectors ol
gation.
said city who are the cwners of real
estate or personal property subject
OOOCKXXXXXX0XXC00X300000XX
to taxation within said city at an elec
tion to be held on Tuesday. April 3.
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I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

Regular meeting of John A. Ixgan
Circle No. 1. Indies of the O. A. R..
at the home of Mrs. Hugh Allison, 214
West Silver avenue, at 2:30 o'clock
Friday (tomorrow) afternoon.
Btta
B. Allison, secretary.
The ladles of the Presbyterian
church entertained this afternoon at
the home of Mrs. A. W. Hayden, 219
North Walter afreet, with a tea. A
large number of guests were, present
and the afternoon proved a delightful
one for those In attendance.
Regular services at Temple Albert
Friday evening at 7:43. "Why Are
We Ethical?" will be the subject of
Rabbi Kaplan's sermon. This will be
a popular presentation of the science
of ethic, from the evolutionary standpoint. Everybody Is welcome.

T, 1906.

prmg

The Knights of Columbus will meet
tonight at St. Mary's srhool in the
library hall to transact Important business.
Regular communication of Temple

O

'A

sprima
pot

I.od.te, No. li. A. F. nnd A. M., will be
held this evening at 7:3t for work In
the Master Mason degn e.
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Wm. CHAPLIN
Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest ad- vertismg.

J
o

I
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2- -5

pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
lOOOjpairs misses' and children's fine
3000

shoes.
x--

x-x

X- -X

X

X
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CllftPLItl
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ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.
Section 2. That the said bonds proposed to
issued shall be in the de
HOME GROWN PURE CHILE
0
nominations of one thousand O.ooo)
dollars each, numbered from one to
thirty, inclusive, shall bear interest
Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street. "
at a rate not to exceed 4'i per cent
annum, payable
on
the first days of July and January in
Bottled In Bond.
each year during their lite, and paya
ble at the option of the city after
twenty years from the date of their
Issuance, and absolutely payable thirty yens after said dale of their is
AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM. IS THE
Distillers.
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
suance.
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.
Section 3. That" such election shall
FRANKFORT. KT.
In held between the hours of !)oYlx-13.
a. m. and i, o'clock p. m. of said April
3, Uiot;, and at the
following polling
PROP'S. ALVA R ADO PHARMACY
EAKIN
&
MELINI
places, in
city, towit:
fet. ana uom
iirst
Both Phn.
First Ward City Hall.
Bole Agents.
Second
Ward Office of Charles
Albuquerque, N. M.
Chad wick
Co., on Gold avenue.
Automatic Phone, 199.
Third Ward Office of li. II. Bun
When you want something In the
ococococoooooooooooooooc
bar on smrh Third street.
Fourth Ward Near orner of Third
House
Wootton & Myer,
street and Copper avenue.
Go To
Section (. That the forms of the ballots to be voted on at. said clecflon
shall be "For issuance of bonds fur city
323 South Second St.
building," and "Against i
Highest price paid for household
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
bonds for iiy building."
goods.
New and second hand goods
AND RENTALS
215 Vi West Railroad Ave.
Section
That the mayor be, and
iHHisht
and sold. Phones: Store
he is !e rchy authorized ami directed
Auto Phone, 320.
Ked 282; House Black 263.
to issue a proclamation and notice ol
Ranches
and
Farms
the i in, and places of holding such
&
election :n accordance with the pro-- f
Correspondence Solicited.
visions
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE.
'ids ordinance, and that the Albuquerque Novelty Works
123 S. TUird St.,
same be published for at least thirty
LOANS
F. 8. HOPPING. Proprietor
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.
days in The Albuquerque lai!v Citi
321 South Second Street
451.
Automatic
phone
zen, a newspaper of general circulaJust received, largo shipment of OOCOOOOGO
Room 19. N. T. AraiJo Building
tion, piiblihed ill said city, an.
tin Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
first publication of such notice to be Tribune Blcyrtes.
Repairing of all JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE FURNITURE EXCHANGE
made at 1.
thirty days before ihe kinds. Before buying give ua s calL
said April .!, ppui.
Carrlea the Unite? State
Very Serious.
mall;
Perhaps Undo Sam can square himself with that.
d
'illy
I
AND STORAGE CO.
PIONEER BAH.CRY
only line with a change of stock en
Febru
"Well," said Subbiibs,
don't know where my next ary. A li pinti. this 27th day
niuese boycott by turning over the entire laundry
good
rigs,
route:
Proprietor.
horses
BALLING.
SIMON
and drivers;
meal is coming from."
to the slant eyed Ce lestial.
Appr. vol:,
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
FRANK
tSucressor to Balling Bros.)
"What?" exclaimed Naybor
Why, what's the mat
All st
For Shipment and
Mavor. WEDDING
A SPECIALTY Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. Kor Furniture Crated
CAKES
good
mighty
looks
report
to
the
Tim Armstrong
Sold- - on Comnrission. .
II F. l.r.lVVlerk.
e
gar-snteparticulars,
nd
address
W,
patronage.
Trimble
L.
We desire
"Oli, my wife had a fight with the butcher again, and
la going io choke Ryan and RockeCo., agents, Albuquerque, N.
policyholder.
f J. W. MASTERS.
or J.
first c!as baking.
Try a Citizen want d.
'Mies looking lor a new one.
Albuquerque. B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
feller until they drdp the bone?
107 S. First Street.
118 West Gold Ave.
lmii;.
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semi-annuall-
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TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

II. URIGGS & COMPANY
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FIVE.

PACE

Flow Im&s Ibeeim sold aim

Allbuiiquaeipqujie

for ttweiny&y years

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

"ARNOLD'S BEST" Flour is made from clhoiceTurkey Kansas KIARB
about "ARNOLDS BEvST." "ARNOLDS RUGS AfJB CARPETS
Wheat. AsR your neighbor em.
all go some.
BEST" is beainniinig' to maRe
Smsist upon having "ARNOLD'S BEST." from all grocers.
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STORY

MURDERER'S

OF SLOCUM KILLING

J

PADILLA DtNIES CURRENT kEPORT

Out in the Zuni woods where the
American Lumber company and the
Horabln-McGafiecompany have their
Jogging camps, sawmills and railroads
foreigners or almost every nationality,
working a lumber jacks, are to be
found. As a rule, they are the riffraff of the countries in which they
first saw the light of day. Poles,
Swedes, Germans, Russians, Austrians,
Mexicans and Italians, with an occasional American, go to make up the
humanity of these lumler camps.
Location of Camps.
Fifteen miles from Thoreau on the
Zuni .Mountain railroad Is eltuarted
the htadquarters camp and roundhouse of the American Lumber company. Half way beween Thoreau and
this camp a branch logging railroad
leads off into the woods. On this
branch road is situated the Horabin- McGaffey Lumber company's camp,
beyond this is Camp No. 4 of the American Lumber company, and just beyond is Camp No. 5. Three miles
from Camp No. 5 is a saloon owned by
Joe Padilla and conducted on percentage by a native named Vicor Telles.
Two miles from headquarters camp is
another saloon conducted by i'Je Pa
dilla.
This vicinity has been the scene of
many a desperate affray between the
many classes of foreigners who work
at these different camps. Especially
is Camp No. 5 noted for Us lawless
ness and the many bloody fights that
have occurred there. Stories of deadly
battles, drunken brawls and knife and
gun plays are of almost daily occur
rence.
Scene of Fight.
At this camp took place the fight
betwten Victor Telles and Peter blo-cua full and detailed account of
which iins been published in these columns, ki. previous issues, that'Tesnlted
in the death of Slocum in this city, to
which place he was brought for medical aid and the making of a murderer
of Telles.
Tellcs was brought by this city last
night by Padilla, owner of the above
mentioned saloons, and also u deputy
sheriff, and during the day prisoner
and guard called at the office of The
Evening Citizen for the purpose of being interviewed and giving their side
of the story and their version of the
affray that resulted no disastrously to
Slocum.
Padilla'g Version.
"About a month ago," said Padilla.
"a party of eight Austrians, including
Slocum, came to my saloon near Gamp
No. 5. It was Sunday and the saloon
was closed. Telles, who conducts the
saloon r me, was asleep in the bar
room. It was about 10 o'clock in the
morning. Going to the kitchen door
they forced an entrance, thence on into the saloon. They demanded whiskey. Telles refused. They jumped on
Telles, beat liim into unconsciousness
and left the place. I was at. headquar
ters camp ihat Sunday, but came down
and investigated. Things quieted down
until last Thursday when the same
party, including Slocum, came down
to the saloon again. Late Thursday
night, or maybo It was Friday morning some lime early, Telles started to
close up. He heard somebody groaning on the back porch. He went out
and investigated and fumd Slocum
the snow, dead drunk. He
Im in, fixed a pallet for htm
re, and went to sleep."
lies Finishes Story,
joint in the narrative
Telles to tell his ver- ....
ihe affair and what happened
afterward, tip to the time of the murder.
"After I placed him near the stove,"
said Telles, who is a native, short in
stature, and of light weight, "I laid
down, and went to sleep. When I
awoke near day break Slocum was
gone. I went to the cash drawer, and
discovered that $'10 was missing. The
money was in
dollar bills,
three five dollar gold pieces and a
suspected Slocum.
five dollar bill.
I tracked
him in the snow to where
some Austrians were sawing logs near
Camp No. 5, and thence to a haystack at Camp No. 5. On t'ip . f the
haystack I found Slocum asleep. I
went back and got Malcolm Smy'he,
another bartender for Padilla. Togeth- r we went to the haystack, woke up
Slocum and demanded the money. "No
savee,' bays Slocum. 'I want that $ilo.'
says I. He wouldn't talk or nothing;
wouldn't give up the m mey, ho I took
my six shooter and pounded hltn over
the head with it until he fell back,
dead-liksearched him and found
the thiee gold pieces and Ifive dollar
took the
bill and a check for
money but left the check. Then we
went away and left him. He must
have given the other Ho away to the
wrote all about it to PaAustrians.
dilla. who was at headquarters camp.
Then 1 went to see my folks at Gallup
I returned from there Tuesday night
at. midnight and gave myself up to
Padilla. Sniythe had nothing to do
with II. He just looked on. If
is guilty it is me. but I don't
f--

Pa-te-

two-twent- y

1

1

1

any-lHd-

lights upon them. S.'rae one asked
what these lights were for, and some
unkind person answered by saying
that they were for the passengers vo
read the papers by while waiting for
Rock Island trains.
The Harvey system, which has the
hotel and other privileges of the new
depot, will not be able to open for
business before April 1, on account ol
the tardy arrival of marble counters,
which are coming from Italy.

n

Victor Tellcs Tells of Affray
That Resulted in
a Death.

e.

think I did anything wrong. I was GOVERNOR STOVER
Jttsl trying o get that $fi0 back."
Tells of Other Fight.
AS HUMANE OFFICER
Padilla, in speaking of the fight
Austrians and Swedes that took
place last Sunday, and which it was
reported, occurred in his sal:on, made
Understood That He has Sigthe following statement:
"In the first place my saloon was
closed on Sunday. These Austrians
nified His Willingness
and Swedes go Into a fight among
my
themselves a!out 1xk miles from
to Serve.
Headquarters Camp Baloon. I saw a
number of them and later heard six or;
eight shots fired. Later when I Investigated I found tone Russian shor MARSIHI. M'MILLIN SUPPLANTED
through the left shoulder with a 32-- .
caliber bullet. He refused to tell me'
An ordinance, read the first time
who shot him. He is not seriously
wounded and is getting well. I posit- at the last meeting of the council
ively deny that this took place in my provides for the appointment of a humane officer, whose dm
will be to
saloon or that I or any of my men had care
for dumb animals, sve to it that
i
anything to do with it."
same
not
are
the
abused, ' cause
Smytie Under Bond.
the arrest of those who
trei, with
Padilla stated that Smythe. who was creulty these animals, do
and stipe,
with Telles when Slocum was beaten
city pound work.
into unconsciousness, was out under
As a matter of fact, the new office
$5uo bond, furnished by himself, and does away with the city dog
thnt Symth. would le given a prelim- in name only, for, although thecatcher
ordiinary hearing lefore Justice of the nance specifies that the humane ofPeace Don Eldrldge Saturday morn- ficer's duties shall include those of
ing.
Padilla will turn his prisoner, pound master, it allows him to hire
Telles. over to Sheriff Carlos. Baca, such men as necessary in carrying
of Valencia county, here, who will out the work. Hence it is believed
take him to jail at Ixs Lunas where that "Col." Ward will still be perhe will be held to await the action mitted to rope In horses, canines, etc.,
of the grand jury on a charge of mur- an of yore.
der,
i
It is learned, upon good authority,
that Governor E. S. Stover has signified his willingness of being humane
A MUKDEN BANKER THINKS
officer, and that the governor will
REPORTS EXAGGERATED furnish his services free of charge. In
the Interests of humanity. At the
SAYS NEWSPAPER REPORTS OF last meeting of the council the candidacy of Mr. Stover was favorably
TROUBLE IN CHINA ARE MIS- discussed, informally.
LEADING.
As the city marshal at present superintends all pound matters, the new
T. Frlska, manager of the Russo-Chine- officer will be the means of transferbranch bank at Mukden, rins; the many troubles and tribulaManchuria, who has spent much tions connected with the same. "And
time in northern and central China, I am very joyful over it," said Chief
was in the ctty, yesterday, en route Mr.VIUIn this morning,
'it certainly
to St. Petersburg, Russia, via New will relieve me of much annoyance."

y

Juliana Serna.
Juliana Serna, the If. year old
daughter of Martin Serna, a prominent citizen of Harelas, died this
morning, at 8 o'clock, at the family
home in Harelas, from tuberculosis.
The funeral ceremonies will take
place tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock,
Interfrom the San Jose church.
ment In San Jose cemetery.

MRS.

C.

BRIDE

OF

A.

VALENCIA

COUNTY

REPRESENTATIVE
FORMERLY
RESIDED IN ALBUQUERQUE.
Hon. and Mrs. Carl A. Dalies passed
through the city this morning en route
from El Paso to their home at Willard,
the new town at the crossing of the
Santa Fe Central and Santa Fe cutoff
railroads, where Mr.., Dalits' is man- ager cf a large store for the John
Ucker company of Helen.
Mr. Dalies is a benedict of but a
few days, his marriage to Mrs. Marguerite E. Franz, recently of St. IuIh,
having taken place at El Past) only
last Sunday, Rev. Gibson of the Methodist church of that place performing
the ceremony.
in telling of the tieing of the uptial
knot, Mr. and Mrs. Dalies say that
there Is no truth In the story started
by the El Pasj papers that Ihey were
in a hurry to get married. Mrs. Dalies
had been in the Pass City two weeks
prior to the wedding, arriving there
from St. lAiuis, where she had resided
since leaving Santa Fe, N. M., where
she lived several years prior te two
years ago. She is a very pretty brunette of about 30 summers, rather
small of statue and will be remembered by a large number of tho earlier residents of Albuquerque
Mrs.
E. W. Franz, wife of one of tho city's
then leading hardware
merchants.
Mrs. Franz left Albuquerque for Santa
Fe eight years ago.
Mr. Dalies is popularly known
throughout New Mexico as speaker of
the last territorial legislature,
of
which he has been a representative
from Vakucia county three terms
consecutively.
Mr. Dalies is also a
member of the John Decker company,
of which the Willard store Is a branch.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalies will begin housekeeping immediately upon reaching
Wdllard, where the groom has a new
seven room house furnished and ready
for their occupancy.
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Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

THIEF STILL AT LARGE

Yesterday afternoon Frank (tarda, a
native residing in Harelas, approached
Officer Knapp on Railroad avenue, and
sobbing bitterly, informed the patrolman that he had been robbed. When
asked where, Garcia managed to
squeeze Rut between a couple of sobs,
that It was in the New York saloon
on South Second street.
Garcia then explained that he was
In the saloon drinking, when another
native robbed him of $7 and fled. Officer Knapp lnstituteel a search for
the alleged thief, and not succeeding
in locating the man, Informed Garcia
that ho had better call upon Judge
Crawford and swear out a w arrant for
the arrest icvf the party who had
"touched" him.
Garcia was under the influence of
liquor, It is claimed by tho police,
when he reported the theft, but a
young man, who was with him, told
Officer Knapp that he Baw the native
take Garcia's money.
Garcia failed to show up In police
court this morning, however.

SAYS

COL. W. S.

The Albuquerque Traction company

We carry a complete etock of
motors for alternating and dire
currents.
HOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
Electric, Gas & Combination
Fixtures

Southwestern
Electric &
I0H.-P- .

6.

Construction

E. Induction Motor

218 8outh

Albuquerque

Foundry and

K.
HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; ihaftian.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
ftopalr on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpoelalty
Foundry east ulde of railroad track.
Albuqaerqne, M. M.

Col. W. S. Hopewell, general manager of the Albuquerque Eastern railroad, who returned to the city yesterday from a visit to Hlllsboro, where
ho has mining and Btoek interests,
says that there is a general awakening In mining in the camps adjacent
to Hiilsboro and that stock Interests
have not been better than at present
In many years.
Cattle are fat and
calves are being dropped in large
numbers.
Some impetus was lent to mining
recently by a strike of ore In the
Good Hope Bonanza, a property carrying three ounces of gold and 600
ounces of silver. This mine was
owned by John A. I.eo and a
number of other Albuquerque capitalists, but Is now the property of the
firm of Kasser and Hrown, a couple
of practical mining men who are engaged in developing It. Much new machinery Is going Into the district.
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JOSEPH

120

BARNETT,

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND

West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS

O

O

O

O

MELINI & EAKIN,

Whofesafe liquor and Cl'ar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltx Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

SERVES HIM RIGHT.
If a man insists on smoking a "rope"
when good cigars are obtainable at

small cost no punishment is too severe
to be meted out to him. Placate
angry wives by smoking only WHITE
LILY
CIGARS.
Their aroma will
foot he the nerves of even the most
unquiet woman. Five cents the one,
12 per box of fifty.

SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ex
changao
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

J.

A.

113J4 WEST

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

THE

Finest Whiskies

Prop.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

FOURTH

o o o o

The St. Elmo

LIVERY,

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

i

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD

MAKING.

the most Important of all; that
the selection of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this If
Empress flour is chosen. It Is ao
Is

ST, AND RAILROAD AVE,

J

Is

mms6
BREAD

good and makes such sweet, white &
and nutritious bread as to be un- surpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use It for that verj
reason.
T

j

MAKER

I

M. BERGER,

mixes and kneads
bread thoroughly
in Three Minutes.
The hands do

Wholesale Agent,
114 West Copper Ave.

X
A

not touch the
douwh.

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

CATHEDRAL

OLD

AUSTRIAN

-

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

I Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

FOURTH

det,

The Best and Hheapest.

B

9
1

HOPE-

i

"BOOST.

9

WELL.

d

t

Second Street.

Machine Works 1

p.

semi-oflUi-

t "KNOCK"

Go.

Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

is preparing to extend its right of way
in this city.
STOCK OF NEW AND
Iast night a shipment, consisting of A LARGEHAND
FOR
BICYCLES
10.000 ties, arrived in the Santa Fe SECOND
arils which today were transferred to SALE AT HARRY T. JOHNSON'S
the company's yards in Old Albuquer- BICYCLE STORE.
que,
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
source u was COMPANY.
From a
learned that the company intends iu

a--

i

Alb ert Faher
i

tive Relieved Him of $7
in Drinking Place.

GH-ve-

rail-roa-

Na-

for-nurl- y

10,000 TIES
CEIVED LAST NIGHT
ON THE WORK TO
LANDS AND NORTH

ABOUT

the near future to extend Its lines and
these ties were ordered with the
specific intention of starting the work
at an early date.
The Evening Citizen informant
states that the first exU'iislon will be
into the Highlands where considerable
new properly Js being developed aim
In which the traction company is more
or less interested. The line wii!
stretch from Railroad avenue and First
street north on Railroad avenue to
Edith stree't through winch the line
will extend into the land being developed by the Surety Investment,
company swinging amuid In a northerly direction to the Mesa Driving parte.
It Is also understood that the company will build a spur, at about the
same time from Railroad avenue,
north on Second street for some distance with the American Lumber company plant as a terminus, taking in
BELIEVED A RAILROAD MAN
mu lions
Third, Fjurth, Fifth,
of
STOLE WINCHESTER RIFLES EL PASO UNION DEPOT
Eighth and Twelfth streets, pierciug
'his end of town iu such a way as to
OPENS FOR BUSINESS open up tiie Grant trad of land advan
J. STOLTZMAN
PLACED
UNDER
tageously.
ARREST WITH TWO NEW GUNS
Work will start some time In April,
IN HIS POSSESSION.
FORMAL OPENING A GRAND AF- it Is said.
FAIR
NEW BUILDING A MONUThe police have under arrest J.
MENT TO PASS CITY
Captain .1. F. KnlNrton, of the
Stoltzman, a railroad man whose con
mounted 1' dice, arrived in the city
new
with
neciion
Winchester
two
last night from San' a Ke and spent
rifles is rather puzzling just at presW. R. Hrown, district freight
the day
Captain Fullerton again
ent. A few days ago Stoltzman, it is passenger agent for the Santa and reiteratedhere.
the statement that the reF, ports
alleged, left two span firo new rlnes was in the city this morning between
tent out by cei'Niiu t nte rprisiug
r
at the corner of First street and
trains while ell route from El Paso newspaper men. rela'ive to the supavenue. Tho man disappeared nor h. Mr. Hrown was in attendance posed murder
of Sergeant Lewis, was
about that time but was arrested last at the formal opening of the
new
a
pure
EI
canard
and simple.
evening and now occupies a cell in the Paso L'nion depot, w hich, took place
city bast ile. Stoltzman offers several Tuesday evening.
conflicting explanations as to how the
In speaking of the new depot, Mr.
Winchester lilies came into his
Hrown said: "It is the greatest boon 2
bur which the police and
in the history of the Pass City,
and
detectives shrug their shoulders the people of the town are justiy
2
at in doubt.
proud of it. At least IO.ihiO people atIt is the opinion ,f railroad sleuths,
the opening and enjoyed the 9
EVERY
however, that Stoltzman, while prob- tended
music and dancing, which had been
ably acting in the capacity of a brake-ma:i- , provided
and'ln-variablfor their amusement,
secured possession of some way
surprised at the
they
bills, which some times a conductor magnificence ofwere
place. Judge Edtrusts one of his crew with, and re- wards, of El Pasthe
i, who delivered the
S
IS A- X
moving the rifles from a car, destroy- dedicatory address, laid special
stress o
ed the bills. If such was done it will upon
fact that the new building
require considerable time and trouble was a the
monument of Texas brick, Texas
in iraeing the car, so robbed. In the
lumber, Texas labor and El Paso c
meantime Stoltzman will be held pend- ' ojieratlon.
ing an investigation.
In describing the new
which
I' will not cost you a cent to try lis three stories high, with a tower,
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Uver itbat cleaves the sky so high that one
UNCLE JOHNNY.'
Tablets, and they are excellent for (looking from the x, p of It can see the
stomach troubles and constipation. housetops of the whole of EI Paso,
G't a free sample at any drug stere, Mr. Hrown said that It was brilliantly
illuminated on the evening of the
HOUSE NUMBERS, KT JOHN- opening, from cellar to garret. Even
SON'S BICYCLE STORE.
the seats In the wuitlng rooms had
anti-forei-

Prank Garcia Claims a

OUS,

William Hurbert Bull.
of
William Hurbert Hull, son
Joseph K. and Minnie Hull, of Green
county, O., died in this city at his apartments, 810 South Walter street, this
morning, at 3:30 o'clock, of tuberculosis. Deceased had been a resident
of Albuquerque fourteen months. The
funeral ceremonies will take place
tomorrow, afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock,
at Horders' chapel. Rev. Harron officiating. Interment In Fairview cemetery.

DALIES HOMEWARD BOUND
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Felicitas S. De Chavez.
Fellcitas S. De Chavez, a widow,
aged 66 years, died at the family residence, 131? South Second street, yesterday evening, at 7 o'clock, of
paralysis, from which she had long
been a sufferer. Deceased was well
known in Albuquerque, having reyears.
sided here the past twenty-fou- r
She leaves three daughters, Mesdames BIG STRIKE IN
Tafoya, Apodaca and Romero, and one
son, Jose Chavez. The funeral cereBONANZA MINE
monies will take place tomorrow
morning, from the Sacred
Heart
church, nt 7:30 o'clock. Interment in SIERRA COUNTY STOCK AND MINING INTERESTS ARE PROSPERSanta Harbara cemetery.

York.

MR.

IN

ALLEGED

Juan Salazar y Otero.
The funeral ceremonies over the
remains of Juan Salazar y Otero, who
died yesterday morning at 3 o'clock,
will take place tomorrow morning at
9 o'clock from the family residence in
Martinez, and from the Sacred Heart
church at 10 o'clock; Interment In
Santa Barbara cemeterv.

se

Speaking of tlm threatened outbreak of the "Yelow Peril" in China,
Mr. Frlska said:
"I am inclined to think that the report of threatened outbreaks of the
Chinese against foreigners is greatly
exaggerated and that the newspaper
reports are misleading. When I left
China there was no talk of an uprising, and the districts that I visited
were quiet, with peace prevailing between the natives and foreigners.
"I was manager of the Russo-Chlnebank in Mukden, und escaped
from that city with the funds of the
bank just four hours before the
entered the city. The bank
has .been closed ever since, but I
In the near
think we will
future. I am en route to St. Peters-bur- g
now, and will sail from that city
to Mukden soon aftef I arrive.
"The retreat from Mukden to Harbin was very exciting.
We loaded
tlie funds of the bank onto sixteen
Chinese carts.
Several of our followers were wounded in the retreat.
I lost all of my personal effects and
had two horses shot from under me."
Speaking further of the trouble in
China. Mr. Friska stated as his belief the fact that while there might
be disturbances in some parts of
China, there was no danger of a general uprising, and that he did not believe there was a general
sentiment prevalent in China.
He also stated that, in his opinion,
the Japanese had nothing to do with
the boycott of American goods by
the Chinese.
Mr. Friska left, last night, for El
Paso, from which point he will go
east over the Southern Pacific, by
easy stages, stopping at different
points of interest.
"This is my first visit to America."
he said, "anil I am anxious to see as
much of it as I can. It is a great
country, and one to make a foreigner
gasp at on first beholding the methods in use here in business and other
lines. No, I do not believe the reports of war between the United
States and China are well founded."

OF MONEY

MORTUARY.

I

,

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

ROBBED

ST. AND RAILROAD

0. W. Strong's Sons

BORRADAILE & CO., H? Gold Avenue

AVE.

0000C00C00 0000000K040
"I made $350 on that 60c," said a
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.

N

STRONG BLOCK.

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

UNDERTAKERS

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

Fairview
Saper intendeds
Saua Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201

:il

N. Second St..

Both Phone.

18

N. T. Armljo Building.

LOW RATES
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Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
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SUPREME COURT

OFFICIAL MATTERS

The Palmer Disbarment Proceedings-Other
Cases Submitted and Argued.
COURT

IN SESSION AT

fiew

Postofficc-Notari-

lic

i

omi't

Pub-

cs

of Letter Carrier.
MADE

OF

SUGAR

The territorial supreme rmrt mot
at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon In
ndjourned session for the purpose or
handing down opinions. There were
present Chief Justice V. J. Mills, ot
Vegas, Associate Justice John H.
McFie. i.l Sania Fe, Associate
Frank V. Parker, of has t'ru-ces- .
Associate Justice W. H. I'ope, of
A
Uoswell, Assnii.it. Justice
Mann, of AUmojordo, anil Associate
Justice Ira A. AMmtt. of All'iiqucrque.Clerk Jose I. Sena was at his post! Ion, nnd Assistant United Stives:
Attorney Iavl J. Ideally represented
the United S:ates and Attorney (
(J. W. Pilchard nt funded In
of the terrliry.
Unl.ed States Marsh.nl Creighton M.
Foraker was represented hy his deputy, Fred Fornoff. Joseph Oonklln
was appointed crier. The following
business was transacted:
Case No. 1119, entitled Territory of
New Mexico, appellee, vs. Escolastlco
Tate, appellant. Veeder and Veeder
attorneys, allowed to enter an appearance and thirty days granted In which
irt file a supplementary brief.
Case No. 1141. In re J. M. Palmer,
an a'torney. of Farmington. against
whom disUarnient proceedings were
brought, was reiorted by the liar association, which recommended as follows: First, that all charges against
more definite and
rainier be ma-dcertain, and that they be not.
with until verified by the oath of
some person having persona knowledge of the facts alleged; second, that
all affidavits, both pro and eon, be
rttricken from the files; third, that Mr.
Palmer be required to answer with
out oath such specifications as may
be brought up; fourth, that testimony
tn the case be taken at Farmington
and elsewhere by an examiner, and
that oral arguments be allowed. It
was suggested by the Bar association
thAt as there were no funds t pay
an examiner, that the case be returned
to the First judicial district court for
San Juan county, to be tried.
Case No. 1(194, entitled Susan E.
Barber, plaintiff in error, vs. Monroe
Harper, defendant in error; argued
and submitted. Prichard, attorney for
plaintiff, and Moore, attorney for
Jus-'Ice-

PenRSfo, Taos entity, ha-- s been
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THE STORY OF HOW LOGAN M. BULLITT, THE RED ROCK FUEL
MAN, WHO HAS SET CONGRESS IN FULL CRY AFTER THE PENNSYLVANIA-BALTIMORE
& OHIO RAILROAD COAL OCTOPUS

New Postoffice.
postofflce has been established at
("orrunipn. Union county, to be served
fr in Veda, three and a half mtks to
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THE MAN WHO PUT THE MONSTER
RAILROAD COAL TRUST IN THE HOLE

BEET) HEAVIEST MAN IN THE

WORLD

THURSDAY, MARCH

thes" Flour

Appointed-Trans- fer

SANTA FE TCSIS

Is

Let Your

CITIZEN.

"r

the northeast. Charles 1. Collins has
Philadelphia, Pa., March L Through .all of the high finance tactics of the
been appointed postmaster.
Notaries Public.
the daring ac'lon of one man, who modern American trust,
1h' R'1 Ko'k r"ul1 company owns
The following have been apointed
I,,.-..1,.. r,.ru,.,. '
i
me 4.0U0 acres or valuable coal
"
no aries public by Governor Herbert
'J
blow has beiu struck at the citadel
in s In the Falrmount
district
of
J. Hagcrman:
West Virginia, which it Is endeavor-- !
the greedy railroad trust.
F. F. Leavenworth, of Rierra, Grant
Ing
to
develop.
It
Is
on the line of the
is lo be
county; Hal U. Hrlnk, of Albuquerque,
A sweeping Investigation
Baltimore & Ohio.
To do business 'it
Hernallllo county; Isamel Garcia, of
made of the trade methods of the must
ship
over that line,
to reach
Celoyeta, Valencia CJitnty; David
thRt dominate the railroad It must have and
splderwelj
railroads
i.f
a side track.
Troy, of Raton, Colfax county; Arthe
fields
of
coal
the hard and soft
A year ago the company applied for
thur H. Kent, of Dayton, Eddy county.
country. Disclosures Into a monster a side track connection, agreeing tio,
Carrier Transferred.
great
In
plot 10 restrict trade
the
pay the cost of construction.
lxMUr Carrier Oscar Klein, upon
G. H.
American commodity coal, are prom Potter, third vice president of the
his request, has been transferred to
ised.
railroad, replied that the Ualtlmore &
the postofflce a; El laso, Texas, and
The man is Logan II. Bullitt, presi Ohio would not give thtconnectlon.
left at once for that city. He will be
dent of the Red Rock Fuel company, a would never nermlt the little Inrie.
succeeded at Santa Fe by Ashley T.
elativelv obscure bituminous mining pindent concern to have a siding unReed, a: present at El Paso. This is
company, of West Virginia. The Bal- til forced by taw, and that the prllcy
the second change in the letter car"
timore Si Ohio Railroad company, one of the railroad was "not to have a
'
rier force at Santa Fe since its es'
allow
this
trust,
arm
to
refused
of
the
ago.
lot
years
shippers
who
of little
on Its line
tablishment over two
Chauncey
as
Morlan,
to
do
now
busi
concern
R.
independent
noted
little
ship
would
coal when prices were
Sugar Beet Tests.
lie worm turned, nnd tne little high, and then shut up shop and let
The bureau of Immigration sent four the heaviest man In the world, has ness.
Elwood,
complaint
joined
lodge
Just
before
Elks'
at
concern
the
carried
its
large
shippers have the lean
tho
pound.) of sugar beet seed, which was
the interstate commerce commission. years," and that the Baltimore &
furnished by C. V. Piper, agrostolo-gis- t Ind.Reportslodge
in
room
are
from
evidence,
the
and
body
heard
the
Tha'
Ohio proposed to protect its large
of tlie bureau of plant Industry,
department, of agriculture, to George lo the efftct tliat the giat, reneged scuttling ttrms denounced the action shippers.
badly.
or
peremptorily
Elwood
nobody
blames
in
And
of
railroad
and
the
Shortly after this rebuff Bullitt
Marsh anil to Charles H. Myers, farmim at that. Avoirdupois in stone dered the discrimination stopped.
again appealed, this time to Oscar G.
ers in Kstancia valley, for experibucking.
lumps
wall
report
was.
are
for
commission
not
made
of
the
The
Murray, president of the Baltimore &!
mental purposes this year. The seed
Morlan is still a young fellow, only sent to every member'of congress, and Oh!-)That official replied by letter.1
will be planted by the recipients, and
t
country
30,
over
Interest
has
been
not
Roosevelt
and
the
President
became
saying:
will be properly cultivated and the re1
exas.
yet.
::f
Gillespie,
much
trouble
Representative
too
ed.
There's
LOGAN M. BULLITT.
"Dear Sir Your communication of'
sult reported to the bureau cf Immi much
gration, which it will report to the stretching doors and car seats, not to fathered the resolution to Investigate March 2 received. The present coali
on
.
Ben
"Pitchfork"
in the house, and
on
llfVtril7HH-!llrouo IS iu ,n tun-- 1
bureau of plant industry of the da- - mention for a minute the strain
Tillman has declared his intention of siderable extent beyond the ability of
partment. The bureau will also send hotel beds and kitchens.
young
mat
sweep
at
man
of the
fighting for a clean
This mountainous
the operators to market the product,
some of the same kind of seed toother
OLD
farmers In New Mexico for experi- present weighs 640 pounds. His height ter In the senate. Next month Judge or the company to promptly or fully
Yesterday four is 5 feet 10 inches. His width has Dayton, of the United StateB circuit furnish transporta'f on facilltiew to
mental purposes.
pounds of sugar beet seed were fur not been taken recently, but he's not court of the northern district of West move it. Therefore, the company can
Virginia, will be called upon to enforce not reasonably encourage the expanGeneral E. F. quite as broad as the constitution.
nished by
He was burn in Indianapolis.
the '.rder of the Interstate commerce sion of this situation. The commer
Hobart, at Santa Fe, for experimental
commission.
cial obligation thus Imposed prevents!
purposes on his Round Mountain farm
These plans are resultant from the going beyond what is the company's
near San Ildefonso, in the northern DEAD BODY OF
bold action of Bullitt, who. as he said strict duty under law In the matter.
part of Santa Fe county.
an in- It Is ivetleved tnat you win appreciate
SHEEP HERDER FOUND In a petition to congress, urgen
Land Contest.
vestigation "In the interest of all In- the propriety of this position."
Notices of content have been Issueti
dependent coal shippers who have no
The Red Rock concern evidently did
by the United States land office in
ARRESTED ON railroad inliuence and the public gen not see the "propriety" of the position
the case brought by James R. Farms-- r AND THREE MEN
SUSPICION A LINCOLN COUN erally, who have felt the oppressive in any way, for it carried the case to
against Juan Salazar y Vijil. wh'cb
TY TRAGEDY.
force r.f rallroajl abuses."
t;ie interstate commerce commission,
was filed by Attorney Benjamin M.
The congressional Investigation will which found that the chief reason
Read, counsel for tho contestant, yesGUADALUPE COUNCIL
writing to the be into the Pennsylvania railroad sys why the Baltimore & Ohio declined to
A correspondent,
terday. The tract of land in quesFe New Mexican, from White tem, which Is declared to be the skele grant the connection was that it "deKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS tion is the west half of the northwest Santa
tells of the finding of the dead ton of the
trust.
sired to protect coal companies in
half of section 17, township 4 north, Oaks,
Kidv of a sheep herder who disap
The same gigantic money Interests which It Is Interested."
ranse9 east, near Willard, Torrance peared
some time ago, and foul play that control the Pennsylvania are as
INSTITUTED IN CITY OF MEXICO. county. Farmer claims prior possesThe truth is the Baltimore & Ohio
ALBUQUERQUE KNIGHT GAR-GA- sion. The testimony in the case will s suspected, three men having been sociated In the control and domination interests own more than $5,000,000 of
arrested on suspicion. The article largely through the Pennsylvania man- the capital stock of the Consolidated
be taken April 10 at Estancla.
RETURNS TO CITY.
says:
agement, of New York Central, Bal- Coal company, which, in turn, owns
Deputy Oil Inspector Appointed.
Last winter during the heavy snows- timore & Ohio, Norfolk & Western, control of the Falrmount Ocal coma Roswell commission
Hurd,
Harold
T. E. Gargan, manager of the local man, has been appointed deputy ou a man by tho name of Marcelino Can- Chesapeake & Ohio, Philadelphia & pany, Somerset Coal company, PittsIn the foot Reading,
office of the Western
Lacka- burg & Falrmount Coal company, and
Union Tele
General Grosvenor has been In con-th- e
Jersey Central,
Wlio will do the "figgcrlng" for
for Chaves. Eddy and Rooso anzas was herding goats
graph company, returned yesterday inspector
twenty years from the 11th
by Eugenio Romero, ter- hills of the Jlcarilla mountains about wanna. Erie, and numerous smaller the Clarksburg Fuel company. These
party
1908?
republican
In
velt
counties
i Ohl
from his trip to Mexico, and from him ritorial oil inspector, vwlth headquar
en milts east of White Oaks. Cas lines, all forniinj a perfect network concerns comprise about 80 per cent
district.
He has for years been
Nobody knows yet, because Gen- a ieader and a picturesque and notable
Tho Citizen learns that the institu ters at Las Vegas.
Otero and Salamon Ganzales, step through the soft and hard coal fields of all the coal mined along the lines
tion of the new Guadalupe Council,
sons of Juan Chaves y Trujillo, a prom of the ensf,' south and middle west.
of the Baltimore & Ohfc and in the eral Charles Grosvenor, familiarly figure on the floor of the house. Now
Executive Appointment!..
Knigths of Columbus, in the City of
Though the motive for the investi- rich Falrmount district.
nent sheeD man of the county, living
known as "Old his district has gone back on him and
and affectionately
profollowing
apiointments
and
The
Mexico, was attended by about fifty motions
a
were also herding goats gation is t j show that, the combination
a Ravent-n- ,
The Investigation of congress into Figgers," Is down and out. He is the has nominated Albert, Dougla-sa-,
by
been
Governor
made
have
of the leading Knights of the United Herbert J. Hagerman:
near by.
is In restraint of trade and a violation this rapacious trust may explain why man who during the three last presl- - wealthy man, who has Itocn hunting
States, nearly every state having a
Disappeared.
law, its ramifications bituminous coal at the mine averages dential campaigns mado official fore- - for office for years.
of
of Silver City to
'
representative there. The degree work beHoward H. Betts
to
expected
a system of ar- $1.25 a ton today over an average of casts, in numerals, for his party. And
are
show
Cananzas
weat'ner,
cold
Tmrine
the
governor's
on
staff
the
was exemplified by the Denver coun
the bitrarily fixing coal prices, freignt. rate 60 cents before the railroads Joined bis llggers were remarkably close to Mibsern tor The Citizen and get
with a rank of colonel, commission to very mysUrlously disappeared, and susell assisted by the 1 Paso and San date
discrimination of various kinds and hands to control the mining of coal, jthe result.
fh news
two young men were strongly
from February 24, 1906.
Antonio, Tex., councils. It was put
Henry Connelly of Albuquerque, ser picloned of making away wttn mm, a
on on two different nights in order
man was Known to navo
to give the new officers experience in geant major f t.ie First regiment of tho miKinir
Infantry, New Mexico National Guard. about $600 concealed in a belt on his
.the work.
The visiting Knights were shown promoted to be second lieutenant and person.
iimiiiiiimh
No arrests were made however, at
imi" ii
hit- every courtesy, a program of events ordered to report to his commanding
snow dislasting three days, having been ar officer for assignment as quartermas the time, but as soon as the was made
ter and commissary of the First bat appeared a diligent search
ranged
for their entertainment.
'
talion of the First regiment of infan for the tody by Sheriff Owen and oth
On Washington's birthday the visit
or
Ing Knights attended the famous Or try, cMumission to date from February ers, without results. An amulet,found
cross, which Gonzales wore, waa
rin circus in a body, occupying the 24, 19(iti.
wno
in the oossesslon of a woman
president 8 box.
wan living with him in camp, atso a
The following day, President Diaz REV. CARTER BADLY
INJURED IN RUNAWAY buckle and a small portion ot a
gave a dinner, at which the entire
A runawuy occurred, Monday after
found near w'nere Otero and
party were recived at the White
noon, at 1 o'clock, on Main street, and Gonzales had
their camps, wnicn
House of Mexico.
is reliably
n
The banquet given by the candl Rev. G. H. Carter bad a narrow es wfre supposed to be a part of the garsays the Ros ments worn by the victim at the time
dates at the American club, in honor cape from being killed,
one-ha- lf
JiUV
of all
practically
beer
.
R
wagon
team
of
well Record. Tbo
of his disappearance.
of Supreme Knight Hearne, was
very elegant affair. The national col 1 Phillips broke loose and ran from
Body Found.
is
ors of both Mexico and the United in front of the store of Morrison
The search was. however, never en
wason
meals.
it
be
States were in evidence and the Bros, and collided with G.theH. Carter
tirely given up by friends, and last
arranged
with and team driven by Rev.
tables artistically
cold lunch,
the lody of Cananzas was,
flowers, which were a marvel to the in front of the Citizens' National Saturday
hole in the
bank. This stopped the Phillips team found .. In an assessment
bon-vivan- t's
.
'
visitors from the north.
Atlomnl
or
wiiere mi throw-luArchbishop Alarcon tendered a re and the Carter team got away by vicinity or tne campconceal
It by
to
conspread,"
observing
ones
ceptlon at bis home to the party, Sat b'eakins off the two front wheels oo had been made Upon
this news being
in rocks.
the wagon. Mr. Carter lost control
urday afternoon.
once
at
sheriff
the
him,
to
place
reported
cede
it
north
beer,
to
dashed
they
as
Sunday morning, the Knights at the team, and
came from lJnct:;ln and arrested the
tended high mass in a body, at San he fell oi the single tree and tongue,
beverage.
Opposite, the Record office the tongne two men above menioned, together
Rev. P. C.
Ixirenzo church.
r
as accessory,
with their
unite
of Mtddlton, Conn., the grand broke and the aged driver fellkicking
and took them to the county Jail. A
chaplain of the order, delivered the the wheels, with the horses
He held bis hands to hi coroner's jury was empaneled by Jussermon, which was of more than at him
face, and the wheels passed over hi tice of the Peace Norton, of Jicarilla
passing Interest.
was
A large number of ladles nccom-panie- d neck, breast and legs. Letting the precinct, but what their- verdict
as
go.
the
spectators
ran
to
learned.
the
has not yet been
the party to Mexico, and were team
was
magnificently entertained by the so- sistance of the driver, and he store,
hand
MONUMENT FOR BOUGH
ciety leaders of the national capital. carried It to the second
a phy
RIDER "BUCKY" O'NEILL.
Each afternoon of their stay was de t.orth of the Record otlice, andfound
no
physician
called.
The
voted to receptions given in their sician
Frank Teich, a sculptor of worldwas
but.
Mr.
lmnes.
Carter
broken
'honor in different parts of the city
u recent arneck wide travel and work, is Austin,
Tex.,
The new council is composed of the badly bruised on the fact, bands,
from
Prescott
in
rival
years
thighs,
Is
t7
'
Si
lie
W ' I
William
representative business men of the breast and
,awtii,-ir'?'i-::?,.
to confer with the Captain
ige.
city, and is distinctly American In its
Monument
Rough
Rider
O'Neill
personnel. E. W. Sours, a former Alin regard to the erection of
AND GARCIA
buquerque boy. now manager for H MclNTOSH
AT SANTA FE the Rough Rider monument, says the
O. Dun & Co.. in Mexico, is one of
has but
J
William Mcintosh, treasurer an Prescott Courier. Mr. Teich
the high officers of the new council.
collector of Torrance coun lecentlv returned from a professional
ut Esiaiuia. trip to Paris ami Rome. He has
with headquarters
RESIGNS POSITION ON NEW
and madu many monuments
deputy, J. P. Garcia, were arbis
and
The
MEXICAN FOR RANGE SERVICE rivals ot noon, 'oday, from Albuquert! ri'iighout the United States.
Hugh H. Harris, who has filled the que, says the New Mexican.
They statue of the late Senator Coke, at
v V':.'.- Mr.
position of news editor of the Daily are enroute 1 Kstancia. for which Waco, Tex., is his handiwork.
very acceptably for the place ibej will probably leave tomor-te- Teich passed through Arizona twen-ty-tu- e
New Mexu-apast three mouths, Fevered his con
yeara ago. and is much inter-- i
Mi. Mcintosh has secured a
be
in" the development of our
nection with this paper today, in order large nilciest In the E. J- Post HardSo afsttme th" duties of a ranger on ware company of Albuquerque, which
beer possesses every eleBlatz
ihe Ji;:i';'. Forest Reserve, says that la no wl'iiown as the Mcintosh Hard-.
$(
paper. William F. Brogau. who ha ware company. Mr. Mcintosh and Mr. She Might Have Died from Paralysis
:;
of beer quality. Its very
and
suggests at
tieen on fie rcportorlal KUiff, succeeds Garcia are both extensively interested
Caused by Scarlet Fever, but Was
him as city and rewa editor.
Cured by Sloan's Liniment.
in siieep raising, and report condithe
of the
of
Biloxi, Miss,
tions for bl.eep during the coming
CETTING ALONG AS WELL
they
have Dr. Earl S. Sloan:
season the mo.--t promising
and the
are maniAS COULD BE EXPECTED. ever known in the Kstancia valley.
Dear Sir Four years ago my little
Scarlet
with
A.
says:
girl was dangerously ill
W.
Vegas Optic
of
fest in every glass.
the malt
The
Blatz
Fever. She seemed to lo dying: her
Huddecke, who suflered a bad frac-Au- AN OLD INDIAN GUIDE
suffered
DEAD.
AND
FIGHTER
she
style
original
results
of brewing accomplish
bead was drawn back and
of bis leg, last Thursady, in iin
to
Jose Kleuterio Velasquez, a pioneer agony. Tho doctor tried remedy after
accident in the canyon, is getting
rth-tcounty,
died
n
Kio
me
Arriha
of
Beers
relieve
remedy,
Blatz
but failed to
along as well as could be expected.
The swelling has been greatly re- Wednesday evening of an illness inci-- j until ns a last resort be used Sloan'sexperitnim.-nM
v
a
tent
t
to
He
was
veteran
heiran
line.
was
,.h,
in
Injured
limb
duced, and the
placed In a plaster cast this morning. of the wars wiih the Indians In the ence relief immediately, and is living
years 1M4. ISlo aul is.'.r). and was and well today. I always keep sionu
The hop bitters act as an appetizer and digestant and the malt is nourishing and "foody."
Liniment in the house now, and uso U
For colds, coughs, bronchitis and all cem rally known t liroitgliout nortln-ryears
Mexico,
95
etnergnecy.
The result is eminently satisfying. Nature knows the value of Blatz Wiener as a dietetic.
was
aged
for
New
every
lie
Compound
Syrup
lung diseases, use
(liatefullv yours,
of Eucalyptus, to cents u bottle at ami Is sii.'Aivetl l y one son, J. M.
Intelligence fosters Nature's demands. As a culinary adjunct Blatz Wiener is ths beverage
P. A. St. AMANAT.
Kuppe's.
par excellence. It gives you that well fed feeling. Order a case sent home.
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beer must be good.
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once
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this is the secret of 'Blatz character.
Wiener as a Table Beverage
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VAL BLATZ BREWING CO.,

-

-

ERNEST MEYERS & CO., Wholesale Dealers,
Albuquerque,

New Mexico.
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Meat Market
Kindt of Frsth and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, .Nortn Third Street

We also carry a large lino of samples and can have any size Rugs
n;mle on shore notice.
3
J.
Both Phone

Cor. Coal and Second

Agen.s for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

Train No. 2 arrived on trifle tills
morning covered with snow," telling
the tale of a snow storm, which raged
on the continental divide last night.
The Santa Fe Central Railway company, Tuesday, handled two cars of
Kraders and other machinery for the
tlrant Construction company, from
Kennedy to Torrance. The machinery
was then taken to Kpris via the El
Iaso & Southwestern railroad, for
work on the Helen cut off. .
A reception and banquet was held SANTA FE MAKES
Tuesday evening in the hall of Raton
Division, No. 251, Brotherhood of LoSUMMER RATES
comotive Engineers, in honor of C. C.
of
chairman
Reynolds, who has been
of the grievance committee of this' If the tourists and colonists want to
order for the past six years. The or- keep it up all summer, they can do
der presented Mr. Reynolds with a it at reduced rates.
J. J. Byrne, assistant general traffic
handsome gold watch.
manager of the Santa Fe, has maw
Ixjris Collp, an employe on 'he the announcement thnt the company
Raton & Eastern railroad, while rid- Intends to try an experiment in cheap
ing on top of a moving freight train, fares to California and back during
Tuesday, a short distance east of the whole of the coming summer, with
Raton, lost, his balance and fell to the the purpose of still further developground, alighting on his head. He ing the growing tide of travel from
is unconscious from concussion of the east of the Rockies to the Golden
brain. Colip's father is an engineer state.
on the Panama Canal. He lias been
From June 1 to September 15, the
notified.
round-triSanta Fa will sell
t:y Los Angeles
excursion
tickets
in
silver
$.Vi0,ii0n
even
Just an
return from Chicago for $75, from
passPd through this city yesterday In and
St.
Ivouis
for $09, from Kansas City
Wells-Fargcarefully
exprpss
r:r,
a
$00 and from other points on a
for
York,
from
guarded, en route to New
basis.
which place it. will be shipped to Lon- similar
These rates will be available every
England.
The sildon to the Bank of
during the period named, and are
ver was in lt7 strong boxes, and if day
In addition to rates made for such oclaid edge to edge In a row, would have casions
as the Shrlners' convention.
made a line of dollars over fifteen
miles long, and if stacked hi one large
Doctors Are Puzzled.
n
pile, would have been a mile-fen- d
remarkable recovery of Kenneth
half high. Each box weigned 13 M The
elver of Vanceboro, Me., Is the subpounds, and contained, with one ex- ject
of much interest to the medical
ception, $3,000 each.
fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
L. M. Moffet, who has been assist- He says of his case: "Owing to severe
ant ticket agent for the Burlington inflammation of the throat and con
gestion ot the lungs, three doctors
and Katy railroads at Kansas City. gave
me up to die, when, as a last reMo., has resigned, to accept a position as agent for the Santa Ee rail- sort, I was induced to try Dr. King's
road at Doming, N. M. Mr. Moffet was New Discovery and I am happy to say,
worst
at one time traveling passenger agent it saved my life." Cures the tonslli-tis,
for the R:ck Island, ticket agent for coughs and colds, bronchitis,
weak lungs, hoarseness and la
the Rock Island at Wichita and also
on Union avenue, in Kansas City. He grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores.
went with the Burlington last No- 50c and $1.00. Trial l3ttle free.
vember. .1. A. Clarkson, assistant
Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
ticket agent at Chillicothe, will suc- Colo.,
1st, 190G. Sealed proceed Mr. Moffet with the Burlington. posals March
in triplicate, will be received
States authorities here until 11 a. m., on March 31, 190t',,
If the Tnlted
should desire to ascertain the enor- - tor transportation of Military Supmous extent with which the contract plies. Routes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and ti.
labor traffic is being carried on with land for drayage at Denver, Colo., darthe fiscal year commencing- July
the natives of Mexico, they could get ling l!to6.
II. S. reserves right to
a goiMl idea f the situation by meet- jl.
or reject any or all proposals,
ing train No. in at the local station
furnished on application.
these morn i ncs. The smoking car was Inlorniation
Envelopes containing proposals should
loaded with peons this morning. A be
marked: "Proposals for Transporsimilar number passed through on
" ad- on Route No
train No. lo yesterday morning, and tation
dressed C. A. H. McCaulev. Chief Q.
cm Monday morning riie number was Im.
even larger. Within the past three
days pt least 2uo of this class of laTorture by Savages.
borers have passed through Albu"Speaking of the torture to which
querque en route north.
some of the savage tribes in the Philippines subject their captives, reminds
There seems to still be much doubt me of the Intense
suffering I endured
in the minds of many at Gallup as to lor tnree months
from Inflammation
whether or not. she will get the new fif the kidneys," says
W. M. SherArizona & Colorado r::ad building man of Cashing, ire. "Nothing
helped
through that part of New Mexico. The me until I tried
Electric Bitters, three
line as surveyed, runs several rM'es bottles or which completely
cured me.'
nort.'i of that city, crossing the Santa Cures liver complaint,
Fe tracks about seven miles this side disorders and malaria;dyspepsia, blood
and restores
of Gallup, and it is said that then? are tlie weak and nervous to robust
several difllculties in the way rf .Guaranteed by all druggists. health'
Price
(hp survey. "Of course," 50c.
chano'- Izen from that city, while
morning,
rafh.v ih
id woul' run 100 miles away
lan cnly seven niHt-- .iway.c t
at would mean the death
the building of a new rival
are still working for the
The chief engineer at a
adered him in that 'ity sev-- i
i ai auys ago, stated
that be would do
all ;u his power to j;et the rm,i into
;, l,y
Gallup, bin It is not a 'cinch'
any mians."
p

first-clas-

pt

l

Established In

train itseir bore every evidence or having passed through deep drifts of "the
beautiful," as the trucks and coach
sides were packed with It, and the
windows, steps and roof coated with
the "pretty little flakes."
A passenger
Informed The Citizen
representative that all yesterday
and last night the storm raged, depositing several inches of snow
on the ground. The snow was accompanied by a heavy wind which tended
to produce drifts. It was so light,
however, that the monstrous Santa Fe
engines encountered but little difficulty In smashing their way through,
at the regular speed.
It was also very cold through Arizona, according to The Citizen Informant,
Although a high, chilly wind prevailed here during yesterday atter-nooand last night, when It. Increased
In velocity to a great extent, not a
particle of snow fell in the Duke City,
a fact which will be regretted by those
anxious for another sleigh ride this
year.
In most of the Arizona towns yesterday runners were hastily substitut
ed for wheels, and
the music of
'
jingling bells merry parties slid over
the ground.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

FOUND AT LAST

Stap1

and Fancy
Groceries

tr Pleurisy

HllHboro creamery Butter
Earth.
Order

Solicited.

214 South

laundered without shrinking. We tare added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with' which we can handle
woolen
without shrinking. When we re through with them the
are Just like new. if other laundries shrink them, bring them to n
and we will straighten them out for you.
Woolen

Best on

Free Delivery.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

second Btreet.

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

Great Antiseptic

wagons
"tea
BACK OF p. o.

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
.HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

PricQ25V0f&tl00
Dr.Ear!

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

1882

for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. H;ektn & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden'a Granite Floor.

La Grippe
ThQ

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

F. G. PRATT &TCO.
Sole agents

d

Curcs-saCol-

Ariz, im w as visited by a severe
snow storm yesterday afternoon and
last night, according to passengers arriving on No. 2 this morning. The

D. EMMONS.

AND

Leather. Harness,
Saddled, Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets. Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five year and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE

PASSENGERS SAW SLEIGHING THERE

makes the following showing for the
past two ytzrs:
In 1902 there were 2!li; accidents In
which out cf 9.485 clerks employed,
!
were killed and 390 Injured.
In 1!'03 there were 372 accidents In
which out of a total of 10,262 clerks
employed 18 were killed and 476 injured. In these wrecks there were
also killed one substitute postal clerk
and throe mail weighers.
In 1904 there were 378 accidents In
which out of 11,270 clerks employed 21
were killed and 438 Injured.
In 1SD5 there were 357 accidents In
which out of 12,110 clerks employed
12 were killed and 513 injured.

NOTES

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.

ARIZONA

Train 2 Arrived This Morning
Plastered With Plenty of
the
Beautiful;'

Is to le soon In our Carper Room
which la replete with all that la
In Design and
new and original
Rugs.
Carpets
and
Colors of

Sole

RAILROAD

IN

Wholesale Grocers

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAtNTS,
OILS.

The First Rose of Summer

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All

BIG SNOW STORM

8i

PAGS SEVEN

J.

601 South

SSloanBostonMassUSA

B. MacMANUS,

OOAfyT

Mgr.

First Street Both Phone

SEND A WA Y
for your vehicles and harness whoa
you can buy them at home end see
what you are getting, and we are
right here to stand by them.

A.D. JOHNSON

OKLAHOMANS MIGRATING
TO NEW MEXICO

General Contractor

'

ONE

FAMILY TAKES UP EIGHT
UUAnTER SECTIONS IN ESTAN-CI-

LOW PRICES
EASY TERMS
House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
VALLEY.
mills. Irrigating plant a specialty.
An example of the wav larirn num. Ranch deep well supplies.
bers of the early settlers of Oklahoma
Corner First mnd Ttjera Road.
are migrating to New Mexico is found
Lead Avenue and First Street.
in tne case of J. R. Nesbitt. who has
Just landed in the Hstancla valley
wiui nag ana iaggage and fifteen chil- Automatic
308:
Phone
Colorado
dren. Seven of these children are 21
Red 131.
years of age and Mr. Nesbitt has located each with paternal pride upon 160
acres of rich land, not overlooking
General Building Supplies
a fertile quarter section for himself,
In
and
all they have taken up two sections, consisting of 1,280 acres. SevNEW COMPANIES
eral of Mr. Nesbltt's remaining offBoth Phones
Third and Marquette
ARE INCORPORATE!! springs are also nearlng 21 years of
age and these he expects to locate as
they cross the line.
AND READY TO DO BUSINESS IN
Mr. Nesbitt Is one of a colony of
IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THE GREAT
TERRITORY OF Oklahomans who have come to New
Mexico from the neighborhood of NorNEW MEXICO.
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE
man and Kingfisher, Okla. The reason they give for leaving Oklahoma
The following articles nf incorpora is that It has not oome up to their
and you should look over our very
turn have been filed in the office of expectations
In climate and fertility.
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
large new stock of the latest style Car
i PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
St.
Paul's
Methodist Episcopal
A Lively Tussle.
riages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagon,
Church of Folsom, New Mexico The with
Kwp wftrm and enjoy thool4
that old enemy of the race, condaya hjr OKartDg
incorporators, all of whom are resi- stipation,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
often
ends
appendicitis.
In
dents of Folsom, New Mexico, are C. To
avoid all serious trouble with stomA. English, H. O. Dickson, '.lackson
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.
Frost King
liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
Tabor, John Voting and D. B. Wenger. ach,
New
They
reg
Queer.
perfectly
Frost
Life
Pills.
6r
Everybody Invited to Look ThrougH
The company has no capital stoclt.
Chamois Veat 4
The time of existence of the company ulate these organs, without pain or
Our Large Three Floor Repository.
nc
drug
discomfort.
stores.
at all
Made of ehatnnla. ralnfoirM
is fixed at 49 years. The principal
with flannel light. auttandoom
office is located at Folsom, New MexKORBER & CO.,
forlable.
ico, and the rgent in charge is D. B.
Lik eerjthln
elaa In (hi
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO
Wenger. The object of the corporaatore, thow veta are aruaranteed
lo live aotire aat M action.
tion are to bu.ld a church for the use
Vlr. a&oo
of the Methodist Sp:tcopal denomina
Fob Sam Hi
WE HOLD UP THE IDEA
tion; to recure the necessary real or
TO DATE SIGNS
that
nwrltorloua materials and painspersonal property, and to borrow
The Williams Drug Co.
taking workmanship In plumbing at
money on fame; to mortgage said
price will satisfy1 more customers
property, if necessary, In securing
BLUE FRONT STORE.
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
than inferior attention to the matter
117 W. Railroad Ave.
funds.
Uoth phones.
In hand jobs secured by promises of
A copy of the articles of Incorpora
IK YOU WISH TO
a good
economy. At any rate that's how we
tion of the Fleming-Fo- x
Mining and lunch and enchiladas on EAT
MptImti OOOOOCOCDOCXXX)COOOCOOOOOO
tho
Smelting Company, a foreign corpora- style, go to South Third street, corner
do plumbing the best that In us lies.
The Best Place to Eat
tion. The Incorporators are William of Silver avenue,
If you believe our oldest patrons you
No.
215.
Will
be:
J. Fleming or Chicago, 111.; F. Moom-a- served promptly at any
will ask us for an estimate the next
the!
of
hour
Chicago, 111.; and Edwin Fox, night. Prices will
time you want anything done In our
2Dc to 30c.
be
from
.liearilla. New Mexico. The capital
line.
stock cf the company is $500,000, di- M. GRENADINO & CO.!
vided into 000,000 shares of the par
120 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
The
Heating &
value of $1 each. The time of the exOOOOCXXXXXXXXXOOOOOOCXXXiW
istence of the company Is fixed at 50
Plumbing Company
STEAM
years. The principal office it located
CARPET
CLEANING
TOTI A GRA Ol
at Phoenix, Ariz. The objects of the
Both
'Phone: Colo., Red 284; Auto- eo'iiHT
company are to conduct a general
Dealer in Orocerie. Provision. Hay,
Clean everything.
1
matic, 671.
He
the
mining and general merchandise busiFurniture Man. Moving, pack- - V Grain and Fuel.
ness, to deal in stocks and bonds; to
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquor KXXXOCOOOCXXXX)COCX3COCOOO
ing and shipping, unpacking and
zxzrzzxzxxxxxx xrxzzzzxzzx z
deal in real estate, when necessary
setting up, and is no upstart at v and Cigar. Place your orders for
LONDON
CLUB LIVERY AND
WE GIVE
for successfully carrying on the busithis line with us.
the business. There Is no oth- Yon best satisfaction
ness of the company: to deal in patin
mill
NORTH THIRD STREET.
er just Thornton. Both 'phone. 0
PEED
STABLES
ent r'rhls, trade marks, Inventions or
work.
737 South Walter Street.
Corner
Second
and Marquette.
4
any t'uch property rights.
XXXXXXXDCOCXDCXDOOOOOODOCXX)
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL

Albuquerque Oar riage Co

n

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOORS

perfcct-tttUu-

iiilor-mad-

T. A.

a

,

wm

J.

Luccro

99

IP

Potlock's

Restaurant

Standard

"

I

KILLtme COUCH
CURE

and

WITH

THE

WW

e. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

LUNGS

REAL.

ESTATE-NOTA-

riRE

$G.OO

flew Discovery
TiaicliiwriTiriu
I OUGHSand

rUtl

COKE

r.:.

50c

$1.00
rree trial.
ulus
Surest and isuicitost Cure lor all
THROAT an LUNO TROUB
LES, or JTONEI BACK.

0COO3000CX30000000000000
A. Em WALKER,

RY

PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

Dr. King's

American Block S

Cerrlllo

Per

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at r. C. Baldrtdge's
yard.

Ton

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

17.

N. T. Armljo Building,

N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 615. Office, 208
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M
West Gold Arenue.

DOTH 'PHONES
j

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxz

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

W.H.Halin&Co

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

DRAGOIE

M.

&

Room

g
C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. m
Day and Night Hack.
K
Albuquerque,
Mexico. M
New

KXXXXCOCOOOOOOOC030CXXXX)
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WORK COMMENCED ON
ASH FORK DEPOT.
The Klu.'l.iff Sun says: Work on
the new del'1 and Harvey eating

hotiie at sh Fork h.":i enmiiu need at
last. Monday, a large torce of men
at.d teams, with scrapeis. started the
excavation work a half mile west of
the present establishment.
According lo contract, the building uiitft be
completed and ready for occupancy lit
seven months, so thut w :rk on it will
of necessity have to be rushed; but
i
is thought it will be completed on
schedule time. The (rami.1 work will
The buildbe Marled next mouth.
on the order of the
ing is to
at Albuquerque, N. M., but not
on so large a scale. It will be built on
tly Mission plan, with pebble cement
finish, ;i:id will have under the one
root an lee euiui, uoiei una uiuimk
moms,
ticket office, etc.. .n,l
will be One of the preuiesi bouses on
the line.
s
MANY POSTAL CLERKS
KILLED AND INJURED.
In his effort to show that, the railway mail ears which are being furnished the postothVe department are
so p'orly constructed as to le responsibly for so many injuries and deaths
of xstal clerks in wrecks, Senator
Tillman has had the senate call on tiie
general for figures a.- to
K)stniasti-ihe numb, r ot win ks and numoer or
ins data
casualties to postal clerks.
lias beta furniflifd the senate and
-

1

m

0

n
ESTo mfiZ
1E JE1 3La aSS
9
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Been Cut-o- ff
of The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, X.os Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

.iJaIss is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

The Belcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1,000 bustnes and residence lots, size 25xH2 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
Btreets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old hade tree; publl school Dome, costing $16,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments iu New Mexico; tho Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotel,
restaurants, etc. Delen
tbe largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay In Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot he estimated
1

ALL

PAST LIMITED EXPRESS. WAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA TE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many 0r them lmproted by cultlratlon) ; no sand or gravel.
hop, etc., etc. Alo a flrt-clacoal and wood ysrd, drug tore, harness
modern hotel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We

neel a

flrt-cl-

a

bakery, tailor

hoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

bop.

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

"ZT.fa
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JOHN BECKFIR. PrnsidentUu
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ALBUOUEKOUE

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Snow In north and rain In
portion tonight and probably Fri
day, colder in south portion.

SHOES

CHILDREN'S

Sun rose at 6:31 and will set at
5:54, making the day 11:23 long.
Moon will aet at 11:57 p. m. Flrat
quarter of the moon enda on Satur-

MUST BE STRONG.
THEY GET HARD WEAR. OUR SHOES FOR
BOYS AND GIRLS LOOK TRIM AND KEEP THE FOOT IN NATURES
SHAPE. WE FIT THEM CAREFULLY. THEY STAND FOR LONG
WEAR, CORRECT STYLE AND GOOD VALUE. A LARGE VARIETY
TO CHOOSE FROM. NO TROUBLE TO SHOW THEM.

.Xxtoo(xyxxxxxxxxxxxxxx3

day morning at 4:13.
The Jewish
calendar for the month conalata of
Feast of Esther, on the 8th; Purim,
11th and 12th; Rosh Hodeah Nissan,
27th. Day has been windy and rather
cold.
March was, In old times, the
first month of the year, and for that
reason was named Mars, the god of
war. On this day, 1897, Japan adopted the gold standard.
REPORT OF TRAINS.

SIZES 5 TO 8 FROM
SIZES 8'2 TO 11 FROM
SIZES 11'2 TO 2 FROM
SIZES 2"2 TO 6 FROM

to
to
to
to

$ .85
11.00
$1.25
$1.75

$1.50
$1.85
$2.25
$2.75

sen

west.

4

o'clock No.

GOLD COIN FLOUR

Best and Cheapest.

are oelng constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving Der- fectly fresh articles. We handle only
r9U tne best and most reliable brands of
every Kind or rood products, and sen
thera at
price.

TV

A1

5tv

bed-roc-

k

F. F. TROTTER
Second St

Nob, 118 and 120 South

T.

Geo. W. Hickox

Y. Maynard

The Hickox -- Maynard Co.
THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

AND

NICEST

AND

OPTICAL

DE-

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS.

SPECIAL

ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

Sooth Second Street

JUST IN

Whitman's Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
(be purest of the
healthy and wholeaome. Cboo olates and
bon-bon-

pur..

J. H. O'RIELLY CD, Druggists

Barnett Building

Doors'
Sas:
Glass,

Lumber

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

ran

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watdhes, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

I

i
B

fl
L,J

tH0

SPRING,

HOP

I

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

1906

'

SPRING,

1906

NOW OX DISPLAY, THK XKW STYLES IX

BOYS' SUITS

1

Miiglo mid iloublo ItreusUtl in
Two nn4 tlirco
nil, t lie fancy colors ninl new fancy shapes of the eastern
markets.
HOYS' Sl'lTS, AOKS TIIKKK TO FIFTEEN
I'itH-e.a- ,

OOGC

XXXXCOOCIOOCXXX

Notice to Property Owners.
The law makes it the duty of every
person, firm or corporation owning
or having any Interest In real estate
or other property on the first day of
.viarcn, to see that such property is
properly listed for taxation on the
assessment rolls. Property returns
are now being received at the assessors office, In the court house.
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor.

$4 to $7.50
NOW OX DISPLAY,

TIIE XEW STYLES IX

BOYS' CAPS

ALFALFA SEED, NO. 1 OR NO. 2,
AT INTERESTING PRICES.
E. W.
FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND. STREET.

A ltost of new fancy shapes, colors and designs, Featuring the, new Spring Patent Leather Tarn O'Shanter
and Golf Caps at 75c.

NEW HAMMERLES3 GUNS FOR
RENT. AT JOHNSON'S BICYCLE
STORE.

HOYS' CAPS IX ALL SIZES

35c to $1.00
XEW DOUGLAS SHOES

XEW ELGIN SIIII1TS

$3.50

$1.25

Giorse Arnot went to Las Vi'Kas
this morning for the day.
Robert I. Steen. the 'Krlsco coffee
man. Is Interviewing merchants here
today.
Hon. H. B. FerKUSHon It ft last niKht
Ufia
for I.as Vegas, where he goes on legal
business.
John llelknap, of the Ann rlean Lum
ber company, returned last evening
from a trip to Chicago.
Assessor George K. Albright began
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
taking the assessment, returns yester
ORIOLE CANNED
GOODS
ARE THE BEST
day
the county, for the annual
FOR SALK One saddle mnre, cheap.
Bernalillo county tax rolls.
J. W. McQuado, 234 North Walter
Schools in two districts of jierna- street.
lillo county, district No. 33, La Tijera
and Ia Madera, have been discon
WANTED Barber, at once; good
tinued, owing to the lack of fund3.
job; city. Address "A," this office, GOLD
The annual meeting of the Women's
o
Club will be held at the club rooms,
Dainty dress slippers for dainty
ORIOLE
Absolutely
tomorrow afternoon, at 3 : 30 o'clock. women,
aoft vlcl kill or imtont klH
THIS FLOUR HAS BEEN SOLD
All members are urged to be present.
MAPLE
low, medium or high heels, with one, j FOR TWENTY YEARS IN ALBUI PURE
L. B. Crawford, wf the Alvarado two,
or four straps. Prices QUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
1
SYRUP
pharmacy, has returned from Santa range three
M
MAPLE
from $1.23 to $3.50. C. May's WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET
Fe, accompanied by Mrs. Crawford. shoe store,
314 West Railroad
TODAY.
He bad temiorary charge of Ireland's
pharmacy a.t Santa Fe.
4- Mrs. M. W. Flournoy, her guest.
GARBAGE CANS.
GOLD
Mrs. Amy Cruise, of Kansas City, and
Mrs. S. O. Andrus, comiosed a party
FOR GOOD, STRONG
CANS
AT
who left last night for a few days'
LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
pleasure trip to California points.
ON ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
Mrs. Frank Dow, of Superior, Wis., CO.
mother of Mrs. Y. S. bowen, of this
city, is here today, and after a visit
of a few days will continue to CaJl- You Can Get
fjrnia, accompanied by Mrs. Bowen.
A bill of sale was recorded In t lie
BASS
probate court today, whereby Pante- leon P. Martinez transferred to Teo- doso Sandoval the barber chairs and
i Today
fixtures located at 119 Railroad aveo
nue for $250.
The damage done the city fire wag
on in turning ever on Tuesday will If you want something new. Throughnot be as great as first supposed. The out the Lenten Season we will rewagon will be out of the shop tomor- ceive shipments daily and will conBEST."
"THE
row, and the cost of repair work will stantly have on hand a large variety
of both salt and fresh water fish
not amount to over $40.
Mrs. W. J. Cardwell, w'lio has been irom which to choose. Today we
a
visiting friends In southern California have:
Striped Bass,
the past few months, has returned to Smelt, Cat Fish,Tyee Salmon, Halibut,
o
Barracuda. Floundthe city and she reports herself In ers, Sea Bass, large
small,
Fresh
and
good health and as having enjoyed
Water White Fish, Fresh Water
herself Immensely in the land of roses Trout,
Fresh Water Pike,
Fresh
o
and foggy climate.
Shrimp, Blue Point Oysters, Sealshipt
Jack Scales, who represented the Selects.
Aimour Packing company In Los Angeles, has returned to the city. He
O
has resigned his position with the
ahjve company, and will soon represent some other business, with heado
quarters and home in this city.
COCOOCOOOOCXXOCXXXXXXXXX
Fanned by the high wind, that was
blowing a gale, a fire, presumably
USE
started from a spark from a passing
engine, this morning began eating its
v.ay across a field of grass, east of
the Santa Fe tracks, near Mausard's
mill.
The fire department had litTHE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
tle trouble in extinguishing It.
The New Mexican yesterday notices the following Albuquerque citl-wn- s OOC)OOCOCO()OOOOOOOOCQOOCO
at. the capital:
Judge Ira A.
THINKERS, ATTENTION!
Abbctt, Attorneys Nelll B. Field, E.
401-40- 3.
". Poison.
B.
A. B. McMillen, W,
Don't fall to hear Dr. J. H. Garrl
son,
Sunday,
openwho
Bowen,
March 4th, at the
Chllders and Mrs. W. S.
Mexico
was at the capital with her mother, ing of the New Christian church,
Gold
Broadway.
and
He is one of the
Mrs. Frank Dow, of Superior, Wis.
Wrlrr. tor Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
store nt most progressive religious thinkers in
The little confectionery
2
the corner of Railroad avenue and America and an eloquent speaker.
Tbe largest stock west of Kansas City.
Fourth street was entered the other
GARBAGE
CANS.
o
night and a box of cigars and forty-fiv- e
ctnts stolen. The matter was not
FOR GOOD, STRONG
CANS AT
reported to the police until yesterday, LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
o
oo-hs
when the proprietor of the place got ON ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
a clue as to who had the cigars.
CO.
USE
The trucks of a car being sidetracked to the wool scouring mill, ocxxxxocxxoaxx
this morning, became derailed in such
USE
a way as to require several hours of
diligent labor on the part of the yard
force to replace It on the track. As
the accident happened on a siding, no
trouble was occasioned on the main
track.
James H. Paxton, formerly a mem5 of YANOW, the Railroad Ave. Pawnbroker, who is selling Diamond at
LADIES' RIDING GLOVES.
ber of the University faculty, but now
In buck. .Guaranteed. Simon Stern, a
pledge prices, paying no attention to the recent 100 per cent raise
CXXXXXOCOCXXXXXXXXXXX5
connected with the law firm of Moore
the Katlroad Avenue Clothier.
& I'axtou, of las Cruces, was in the
on them. HE INVITES INSPECTION AND COMPARISON.
ritv taut evening- - for a short time, on
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
he
where
Fe,
'route home from Santa
COMPANY.

SIMON OTERN

Railroad Avenue Clothier
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COIN FLOUR

I

I

COIN
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FLOUR

TRY IT

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE
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,

New Goods

1, 1906.

n

Don't Forget to Use
FAMOUS

THURSDAY, MARCH

Quite a number of Albuquerque citizens, who have received marked cop"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
ies of tiie Chicago Intrr-Oeeaan article "Onllows for Vet- FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
eran Tiled by Mexicans," feel very in- MUSCLE.
dignant and bitter against the writer
TICKETS
The sforesald article is dated from
BOUGHT. SOLO
Santa Fe. N. M.. and the wrher is
AND EXCHA6ED
so states several of the Indignant people. The article refers to
Association Office
the Conley murders and hanging, the
Transactions
trial, the reprieve, etc., and all,
Cuarantaad
through and through, lnstnuaions are
cast upon the na Ive people. It Is ROSENFIELD'S,
118 W. R. R. Ave.
known here that the most sensational
stuff, ever manufactured by man, was
sent out from Santa Fe about the Con-lehanging, and several citizens here
are investigating and will undoubtedly
file official charges.

8 was reported due
All other trains ion time. Two
Ions of No. 7.

At

at 9:45.

CITIZEN

has been conduct ln business brfore
he BUDrenie court. A number of Mr.
Pax ton 'a olrt friends met him at the
depot, amf chatted relative to tile old
days when he was a school teacher.
Mr. Paxton states that his partner.
Morton Mo. re. who has been seriously ill for some time pnst, It having
been reported In this city at onetime
that he was dead, was fast recoveritiR
his health.
Attorney A. H. McMillen went to
Santa Fe this morning to attend supreme court, which is in session there
Mr. McMillen also has
this week.
matters to come up before Judge V- of the Third Judicial district,
who is In Santa Fe sitting as associate
Justice of the supreme court.
Souvenir postal card dealers of the
city, hav received cards bearing a
tine picture of Railroad n venue, looking west, from the Santa Fe tracks.
The scene contains an elect ns car,
several trees, with the foliage green,
which Is evlibnce that, the picture was
taken In Bummer, and a rear view wf
James Mct'orriston, the cement sidewalk contractor, In his wagon goln?

LOCAL. ANI3

3 14 WEST KAILROADAYt.fi

EVENING

We Invite

a

STRIPED
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GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

WHITNEY COMPANY

113-115-1-

17

o

oooooocoo
LISTEN

For a moment
and then

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

COLD COIN
FLOUR.

North First Street
and Arizona.

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New
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THINK!
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SPRING
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NAME HAT HFC. CO
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EVEttY

HATS

tin

I

"KNOCK"
IS

1

"ntti

iROi

"BOOST."

F. MYERS Proprietors
Auto. Phone 185
C

?

THE CELEBRATED

H

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

A

M

RETAIL
H

WM. McINTOSH
Colo. Phone 197

"UNCLE JOHNNY."

8
H
M

FKlkOW

IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.

selling them out at

REMEMBER WE ARE THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF THIS HAT WHICH
IS NOW ON SALE
EXCELLS ALL OTHERS IN STYLE, FINISH AND LIGHTNES8 PRICE J5.00.
ALL THE LATEST
NOVELTIES IN NEW SOFT HATS FOR SPRING, $2.50 to $4.00.

CUT
FLOWERS

f

SEE WINDOWS
110

Watt Gold

E.L WASHBURN CO.

actual cost.

f
INSPECT

AND
CALL the
Southwest.

f
the largest

We are

P

stock of Stoves and Ranges

ti

hat

We'll' biire to
just h:i!
you want, and we'll deliver tlieni
pro'iii tiy. I'hone us.

122

IVES, rHE

Second
CTHMtiy "niv

'119
.

LOR 1ST

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 718.

H

21 S West Railroaa Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

M

